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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUNI).

Volume 20.
T

H . ROYER, JI. D.,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.
j y j Y. WEBER, M. D.,

Practising Physician,

A. KRI SEN, 91. I».,

Homeopathic Physician,

D.

C. DETWILER,

Veterinary Surgeon,

'P h o n e N o. 5.

IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Dentistry and Surgical Operations a specialty.
Lameness.treated. Office : At residence of Enos
H. Detwiler.
14mar.ly.
JJ

P. KEELEY,

VETERINARIAN,
SCHWENK8VILLE, PA. Graduate of the
University of Pennsylvania. All diseases of
domesticated animals treated. The dehorning
of cattle attended to.
17jan.

COLLEGE VILLE, PA. Office H oars: — Until
9 a, m.; 6 to 8 p. m.

j y / f A T T IE P O IiE Y ,

s.

TRAPPE, PA. Will take work at home or can
be engaged by the week.

B. HORNING, M. !>.,

Dressmaker,

Practising Physician,
A NMIE M. MILLER,

EVANSBURG, PA.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. in.
J ^ R . B. F. PEACE,

Dressmaker,
TRAPPE, PA Will take work at home, or can
be engaged by the week.
18jan3m.

Dentist,
j^J-RS. JANE KALB,
311 DeKALB St ., NORRISTOWN, P a .

Dressmaker,

Room 6 and 7, Second Floor. Full sets of teeth,
«5 to $10. Teeth extracted by new process or gas.
Q h e a p e st Dentist in Norristown.

N. S. Bomeman, D. D. S.,
209 S w ed e S t r e e t , (first house
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, P a.
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from
(5 to $10. English and German spoken. '

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Will take work
at home, or can be engaged by the week.
JO H N O. ZIMMERMAN,
— TEACHEB OF—

Piano, Organ and Singing,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Dealer in the best makes of Pianos and Organs.

M. BINDER,
Ji

G. HOBSON,

Piano Tuner,

Attorney-at-Law,

323 CHESTNUT STREET, POTTSTOWN, PA.
NORRISTOWN - and - COLLEGEVILLE. Graduate of New England Conservatory of
Music, Boston, Mass., and Factory of Hallet,
All legal business attended to promptly. First- Davis & Co.
class Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
Orders left at this office will be attended to
sented. At home, Collegeville, every evening.
•piDWARD E. LONG,

j^IJSICAL INSTRUCTION.

Attorney-at-Law,

Cora Hoyer

Attorney-at- Law,

Conveyed to and from Collegeville Station.
Charges reasonable.
HENRY ^OST, Collegeville, Pa.

Regular Student of Philadelphia Musical Acad
and N o ta bt P u b l ic . Settleiflent of Estates a emy for the past four years, will give lessons on
Specialty. Also general Real Estate Business. Piano or Organ (Pipe or Cabinet). Terms rea
O f f ic e :—116 Swede Street opp., Court House. sonable. Address, YERKES, PA.
R esid en c e and E v e n in g O f f ic e :—North cor.,
Marshall & Stanbridge Sts., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
pASSENGERS
■JJAYNE R. LONG8TRETH,

And Baggage

Land Title and Trust Company Building, 608
and 610 Chestnut Street, Pbila., Pa.
J O H N H. CASSELBERRY,
Room 23.
T

C. WILLIAMS,

A tto rn e y -a t-La w ,
Room 36.
TJ

420 Walnut St., Phila , Pa.

W. KRATZ,

Conveyancer and Real Estate Agent,

Surveyor and Conveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing- o f s a lB S O . f iD A n ia lty .C h<u>goa r o a o o n a b l o .
P. O. Address : Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oc.
J

H. UNDERKOFFLER,

Boot and Shoemaker,
Next door to Drug Store, COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Repairing a specialty. Harness repaired.

Settles estates, collects rents, loans money, and
insures property in the Perkiomen Valley Mutual
Fire Insurance Company. Office : No. 8, EAST
AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, (opposite the
UNDAY PAPERS.
Court House). Office Days : Tuesday, Wednes
The different Philadelphia papers delivered
day, Friday and Saturday.
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and
Trappe, every Sunday morning.
HENRY YOST, News Agent.
J M. ZIMMERMAN,
Oollesreville. Pa

S

Justice of the Peace,
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate
business generally attended to. The
clerking of sales a specialty.

L iterary Social.
CONDUCTED BY

FRANCES G. MOSER.

JO H N S. HUNSICKER,

All communications should be addressed to
“ Literary 8ocial" in care of the I n d e pe n d en t
and reach this office not later than Thursday of
Justice of the Peace,
each week.
RAHN STATION. P a. Conveyancer and Gen
The names of contributors must invariably
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales
accompany all correspondence, not necessarily
attended to. Charges reasonable.
for publication but as a guarantee of good faitb.
J. TRUCHSESS,
•

— TEACH ER OF—

Vocal & Instrumental Music,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Organs tuned
and repaired.
14aply.

E

DWARD DAVID,
Painter and

Paper-Hanger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. ISF**Samples of paper
always on hand.

D

AVID BROS.,
Plumbers,

Gas and Steam Fitters,
O ffic e s :—1224 North 10th St., & 2816 German

town Avenue, Philadelphia. Country work
a specialty. Estimates furnished.

j

B . VVIS1IE K ,

Practical Slater,
COLLEGEVILLE, P a. Always on hand roofing
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All
orders promptly attended to. Also on
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
J

P. KOONS,

Practical Slater.
RAHN STATION, P a. Dealer in every quality
of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates.
Send for estimates and prices.
jyj-HS. S. L. PUGH,
TRAPPE, P a., Attends to laying out the
dead, shroud-making, &c.
TjVMMA SPRINGER,

Dressmaker,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Can be engaged by the
day or week. Can be seen at Lachman’s Mill
inery.
—
lno.
jg

R. EATS HAW,
ROYER8FORD, PA.,

Insurance of AH Kinds
Placed in the most reliable Companies. Money
Loaned. Conveyancing. Collections.
8no6m.

Miss Emily Bettenhäuser, of Germantown, has kindly contributed to
the Social this week an article which
she recently read before the “Hobby
Class,” of which she is a member.
Her subject, “Brain Influence,” is one
which at present is a popular theme
for the many interesting articles being
written for our leading daily papers
and periodicals, and one which you
will all, no doubt, appreciate.
Probably you all know that scien
tists have discovered that it is possi
ble for one person to communicate
their thoughts to another through the
empty air without using the ordinary
electric currents or Any of the mechan
ical devices that have so long been
used for that purpose. In an article,
bearing on that subject, written by
Mark Twain in 1818, though not pub
lished until recently, he says :
“The telegraph and the telephone
are going to become too slow and
wordy for our needs. We must have
the thought itself shot into our minds
from a distance ; then if we need to
put it into words we can do that tedi
ous work at our leisure. Doubtless
the something that conveys our
thoughts through the air from brain
to brain is a finer or more subtile form
of electricity, and all we need is to
find out how to capture it and how to
force it to do its work, as we have had
to do in the case of the eiectric cur
rents, Before the day of telegraphs
neither one of these marvels would
have seemed any easier to achieve
than the other.”
But here is the paper of which we
first spoke :
B r a in

I n f lu e n c e .

Brain influence may be divided into
two
parts, hypnotism or mesmerism
IE INGRAM,
.
—FASHIONABLE—
and telepathy. Under the former bead
may be classed animal magnetism,
Boot and Shoe Maker.
clairvoyance
and the “ wiliing game,”
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Special attention odven
to Repairing. I use the best material an" do all of which are simply the influence
first-class work at prices as now a s t h e l o w e s t .
of mind on body. /However it is a j
J3TTIarness repaired neat and substantial at
short notice.
disputed point as to whether brain in-

L

DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT

Collegeville, La., Thursday, March. 28, 1895.

EVANSBURG, PA. Office Hours • — Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
P

||||

fluence enters at all into the “willing
game.”
To explain : An act is decided upon
for the subject to perform, and she is
brought into the room blindfolded.
Two persons hold her wrists, temples
or waist, while all concentrate their
thoughts on what is to be done. The
act may be to sit in a certain chair, or
pick up some article and take it to a
certain place, etc. Now the question
is : Can this be mere “muscle read
ing ?” That is, do the experimentors
unconsciously lead the subject ? Dr.
O’Sullivan thinks so ; for my part I
think not, because I have seen suc
cessful experiments of this kind in
which the subject was not held in any
way. Speaking of animal magnetism,
one medical man says : “There is a
nerve energy which radiates from the
eyes, the fingers, and the breath of the
operator and is capable of producing
certain effects. Is not the same fact
daily recorded when we describe a
person’s influence on either people or
institutions, using such modes of ex
pression as “his strong personality,”
“his personal magnetism,” etc.
Dr. Hammond has written a book
entitled “Physics and Physiology of
Spiritualism,” which proves that there
is something in spiritualism, but this
something is physical or mental,
spirits not being essential or conveni
ent. The author says : “All our
knowledge of animal electricity tends
to show that it does not differ in any
essential particular from the galvanism
developed outside the body by chemi
cal action.” Experiments have been
tried iu which a large magnet was
passed over a number of people who
exhibited curious effects of their sus
ceptibilities to its influence.
Those who are interested in tele
pathy will find the subject treated in a
scientific spirit by Francis Podmore
in a book called “Apparitions and
Thought Transference.”
Mr. Podmore understands the term “telepathy”
to mean a communication between
mind and mind otherwise tban through
the known channel of the senses, and
his material is principally gathered
from the English Society for Psychical
Research. He believes that telepathy
will Bold ad important pJu¿*G in tbo
future history of our race and sug
gests the question : “Is this faculty as
we know it but the germ of a more
splendid capacity or the last vestige
of a power grown stunted through
disuse ?”
Dr. Holmes says that brain action
through space without material sym
bolism is analogus to electrical induc
tion. In his delightful book, “Over
the Tea Cups,” he gives an illustration
of “cerebricity” as he calls it. One
morning at breakfast he happened to
tell the members of his family the
story of a trial for murder which had
occurred in England some years be
fore. When he arose from the table
he found a letter awaiting him from a
friend in England, containing an ac
count of this trial. His friend had
come across a reprint of the account
and had sent it, thinking it would in
terest Dr. Holmes. The story is ex
plained by his saying : “The impulse
that led me to tell that story passed
directly from the letter, which came
charged from the cerebral battery of
my correspondent.” Some believers
in telepathy, however, would not agree
that the letter itself had anything to
do with the matter,
Mark Twain has written an exceed
ingly attractive article which he styles
“Mental Telegraphy,” and in which he
recounts many personal experiences in
this line. He seems to have been par
ticularly favored by the “spirits.”
Marie Correlli says, “One of the
most important branches of this great
science (electricity) is ignorantly de
rided just now by the larger portion
of society. I mean the use of human
electricity ; that force which is in each
one of us. One can,” without speak
ing, suggest his thoughts to other
people by his mere preseuce, even
people who are perfect strangers, and
cause them to design and carry out
certain actions in accordance with his
plans.” Of course we know that it
exists in varying degrees in different
persons, and that it*may be cultivated
in oneself. Several of Marie Correlli’s
works are studies in telepathy. But
all of us cannot soar to such heights
of faith iu its possibilities as she does.
Many persons believe that instances
of telepathy aré very rare, while,
really, they are of common occurrence.
We often say, “a thfiught struck me,”
“an idea flashed across me,” without
realizing the significance of the ex
pression. It is said that thought
transference most often occurs be
tween people who are connected by
some sympathetic bond, as in the ease
of husband and wife, close friends, or
those whose intercourse is the out
come of joint aspirations.
E. M. B ettenhausee.
Germantown, Pa.
* * *
One of our readers has sent in the
following stanza and wishes to know
the author:
“ The atorroy March ia come at laat,
With wind and cloud and changing akiea ;
I hear the ruahing of the blast
That through the snowy valley files.”

CIRCUMSTANCES.

was thinking, through the pangs of
headache, of the night before aud the
day before that. On the day before it
had ruu up against a most unlucky lot
of Circumstances. It had a huge
speculation iu stocks of the P. P. C.
Railway, and the speculation had gone
very wrong indeed. Then, in order to
recoup itself, the Company had tried
its luck at cards that evening. And
every trial turned but more dis-'
astrously than the last. So this morn
ing the Company saw that it had got
to do something to lessen expenses.
To resign at the club was out of the
question. To give up the box at the
opera would be absurd. When you
have accustomed yourself to an ex
pensive brand of cigars and wines, it
is really quite impossible to drink or
smoke anything inferior.
There was only one thing to be
done, and the Company was going to
do it.
It called the lovely damsel who was
in the next room. It said to her,
“Take a letter please !”
And while the company was dictat
ing the letter the clerk, who had
served the company for fifteen years,
was thinking over the queer fate that
had ruled him into this rut where he
only just earned enough to keep him
self and his family from hunger. And
then again he concluded by congratu
lating himself on having such good,
steady employment. It was more than
many men had.
He looked np, some one having
touched him on the shoulder. It was
the lovely typewriter damsel, and she
handed him a letter. He read this :

The king of Circumstances was feel
ing decidedly cheerful. He bad just
heard something that pleased him
immensely. He bad sent a legion of
Circumstances against a certain man
who had, before that, been certain of
success, and the man, after a desperate
struggle, bad capitulated to the legion
by dying abjectly.
So the king of Circumstances
smiled and said to one of the Circum
stances : “The king desires to be
amused. Let there be games I”
By the time the royal procession
reached the Coliseum everything was
iu readiness. The crowd was enormous,
for the fame of the king’s exceeding
cheerfulness had spread quickly, and
his subjects knew that there would be
some particularly fascinating games
that day.
“Now, then,” began the king, a
little impatiently, as soon as he had
settled himself on the divan in the
royal box, “what comes first ?”
It was the custom in the Coliseum
to announce the programme by the
mouth of a Circumstance whom they
called the chairman. Their chairman
had an accent that belonged to the
English music ball, but that also
is merely a circumstance.
“Hi ’ave to announce, lydies and
gentlemen, that Hi’ve been harsked by
the well known Champion Circum
stance to hissue a challenge to hany
man wot wishes to meet ’im in a 5
foot ring. Roman rules to prewail.
Thumbs down, hand the whipped man
parsses hout. Thumbs up, hand he
D ear S ir — Circumstances over
goes free. Walk up, walk up 1 Does which we have no control necessitate
hany one wish to meet the champion ?” a reduction of expenses. Your resig
First of all, from a far door, issued nation will be accepted oh the 1st of
a most beautiful girl, slim, tall and the month.
T he Company.
garbed most delightfully. There were
huge puffs in her sleeves that made
The clerk lpoked out of the window
her hands look all the smaller. Her silently. Outside the .people were
gown widened a little where it came hurrying along the street ceaselessly.
close to her feet, and thus it was that It was like a huge torrent. He read
the slenderness of her waist seemed the letter again, smiling rather queerly.
more symmetrical than symmetry it Then he opened a small drawer of his
self ; her curls were flying into the desk and took out a very small tin
breeze a little under her large, de box. It smelt of poppies. He poured
flowered h a t ; h e r s h o e s w e re brown, the contents into bis mouth and threw
and her step was as buoyant as the his head back, swallowing with a quick
spring. She was singing something gulp. Then he looked out of the
so softly that the crowd only caught window again, and waited for—a cer
the faintest echo of it.
tain Circumstance.
And while she was advancing thus,
Oue of the last things he heard was
singing, another door, opened, and the Company saying to the lovely
Cupid came forth. No sooner had he typewriter damsel, “ Wasn’t this the
seen her tban he took aim and sent night you were going to take supper
an arrow straight at her heart. As with me ?”
the shaft wounded her, the girl turned
There was a great deal of applause
her eyes softly toward the boy and at the conclusion of this tableau. The
moaned. She put her hands to her king came so near to smiling that the
heart. But the strangest thing was chairman began to feel safe and reck
that she held the arrow fast and made less.
no effort to pull it forth. So, when
“Hi will now present to you,” he
Cupid saw that he had wounded her announced pompously, “ha Domestic
and that she was glad, he began to run Detail, which will be the last hoi hour
toward her to kiss her, and she, with hattractions for this day.” He bowed
one hand still clasping the arrow so very low, and, still bowing at odd mo
that it went deeper and deeper into ments, returned to his chair.
her heart, waited for him with parted
The king frowned as he watched
lips and an invitation in her eyes.
him, but be said nothing, for the play
The boy was within a few yards of was beginning.
her when a third door opened and
These two, this young man aud his
there appeared a Circumstance. Im wife, had only been married a little
mediately a most strange change came over a year, and that year had been as
over the girl. Her eyes turned toward a dream of perfect happiness. These
the Circumstance, aud a steely look twain had been one, in the most com
came into them. She drew herself up plete and delightful way possible. Al!
a little, and stern purpose straightened their joys and sorrows they* had
her mouth.
shared.
Cupid, wondering and pained, stop
But now there happened to them a
ped short. She turned away from him, Circumstance that wrought a cruel
and walked toward the Circumstance, change in them both. The Circumstance
who merely stood quite still, smiling was a lovable one, and that was the
hideously. As she went, she tore the pity of it. Thé young husband looked
arrow of Cupid from her heart and at the Circumstance and began to feel
threw it before her into the sawdust, a fearful hate toward it, for the reason
so that "as she strode forward she step that he caught his wife looking at it
ped upon it and broke it into frag with love in her eyes. And there
ments. And while Cupid threw him were moments when she, too, looking
self upon his pretty face, shaking with as it, found her husband’s eyes fixed
sobs, his quiver flung beside him, the lovingly upon it, and then she hated
girl kissed the Circumstance.
it fiercely and blindly. As for the
But the Circumstance only smiled Circumstance, it kept smiling to it
quite coldly, even while it folded her self.
in its arm/
Jealously and unreason reigned now
For it happened to be a Bank Ac between these two. They grew
count.
nervous, touchy, irritable. Each feared
The king had begun to be quite that the Circumstance was robbing
pleased with this number when it hap him or her of the other’s love. And
pened that be felt an irresistible desire then, again, there came moments when,
to yawn. It was really due to late driven by pride and vanity, each de
hours in the past, bat he decided at termined to conquer in the fight and
once that it must be due to the pres win the sole title to the Circumstance’s
ent. So he frowned at the chairman love.
again.
One day a fearful thought came to
“Did you see my yawn ?” he said them both. Each struggled with the
severely. “Did you ? When the games thought, but it triumphed. Then they
are so stupid that the king has to yawn gave way to it. The thought, in each
h’m”—He did not finish, but the chair of them, was that if the Circumstance
man felt uneasy because of the things were out of the way they might return
that the king omitted to say. He to the old days when they loved each
hastened on to the next announce other so dearly.
ment.
The Circumstance was lying up
“The title of hour next number is a stairs, asleep. Through the half open
‘Tableau of To-day,’ ” he cried, “hand door the husband approached on tip
which explains itself.”
toe. He went round to the other side
When everything had been arranged of the couch, and in his hand, which
by a multitude of slaves of Circum was shaking a little, was a glass of
stance, the scene showed a large office, water. He had reached the farther
with roller top desks and a typewriter side of the couch and was just pouring
stand. In the foreground was a clerk a white powder into the water when
who had served his company fifteen his eyes took on a queer fixed stare.
years. He looked it.
Through the half open door came
At the desk sat the Company. It his wife, and in her right hand „was a
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glass of water. Her eyes were fixed
upon the face of the Circumstance,
and in the lines of her own face a
battle was raging between Love and
Self Sacrifice and Hate.
The eyes of husband and wife met,
and two glasses of water went crash
ing to the floor. Quick signs of
shame dyed their faces, aud after an
instant of helpless consternation the)'
came into each other’s arms, and for a
long time held each other so, silently.
When the Circumstance awoke, it
heard them speaking all manner of
strange things.
“ We will never let it come between
us again,” they were saying. “ We
will love each other first, and for it we
will have an equal, though a second
aryaffection. But, first of all, we will
love each other.”
Tile Circumstance smiled to itself,
thinking they might have come to
that conclusion long ago without all
this trouble and heartache. It did
not know how near it had come to
never waking from that sleep. And
then, as the full purport of their new
resolution came to it, the Circumstance
blustered with mighty objections. To
be second in their affection means
nothing more nor less than defeat.
But they merely listened to its ragings and smiled. “Wait,” the)’ said,
“presently we will attend to you. Just
now we two have a long fast to atone
for.” Then in a delicious whisper,
“Come, dear, let us go for a walk alone
together as we used to in the old
days.”
And they went out, leaving the Cir
cumstance howling with defeat and
wounded vanity.
For the Circumstance was their own
child.
A queer curl came to the king’s
mouth, something between a smile and
a sneer. He called the chairman to
him. “You will now receive the re
ward of justice,” he said. “Kindly
step dpwn into the arena.” Then he
gave a signal to a Circumstance by
his side, and this Circumstance went
down into the arena with the chairman,
who was white and trembling.
The chairman, in a fearful apprehen
sion, started to cry out for help. But
the vast audience, in a fashion since
become quite universal, had already
arisen from its seats, and with much
rustling of skirts and fans and crump
ling of paper and shutting up of opera
glasses and talking and laughing was
proceeding up the huge aisles and out
of the Coliseum. So whatever the
chairman had wished to say was left
unheard.—Percival Pollard in Chap
Book.

fortably, no doubt stinging away with
all their might and main, but this time
their name was mud. It was time for
the hog to show his smartness, and
this he did right enough when he made
a bee Hue for his friendly mud hole,
diving into it, bees and all, aud turn
ing over and over upon them, till not
a single one of the little creatures was
left to tell the tale.—Philadelphia
Times.
DOES NOT UNSEX THEM.

Alice Stone Blackwell, of Boston,
says : “The women who vote for
school committee do not find that it
unsexes them or hinders the perform
ance of their domestic duties or
alienates their husband’s affections or
interferes with the proper bringing up
of their children. Therfore as a rule
they are willing to receive the larger
suffrage. It is the woraeu who serenely
neglect all their present political duties
who publish remonstrances declaring
that they ‘regard suffrage as a
duty.’ ”
NURSE, DOCTOR, HOUSE
KEEPER, PASTOR.

A correspondent of the Woman's
Column writes from Aurora, Illinois,
March 4th, 1895 : “One Sunday last
spring the pastor of our Presbyterian
church, exchanged with a neighboring
minister. When Sunday morning
came the wife of our pastor rose to
find the visiting minister whom she
had entertained very ill. Not only
was hç unable to fill the pulpit, he was
suffering to such a degree that im
mediate attention was necessary.
Without calling in any assistance, she
ministered first to his wants. As soon
as he was able to rest, having success
fully filled the place of nurse and
doctor, she repaired to the kitchen,
where equally successful as cook, she
prepared breakfast only a little late.
Then, while doing the dishes and
dressing her four little ones in their
Sunday best she thought out her
sermon. The congregation, though
fastidious, were not surprised when,
after a brief explanation, she pro
ceeded to fill the pulpit. During her
twenty-five years with them she had
always been ready to fill any
place that could not be filled by others.
Her hastily prepared sermon pleased
every one.
W ONDERS OF NATURE.

W HICH, IF M INUTE, ARE NEVERTHELESS
AS ASTONISHING AS STRANGE.

THIS PORKER COUED THINK.
HE DEVISED A GREAT SCHEME TO GET
EVEN W ITH BEES THAT HAD ONCE
STUNG HIM .

Human hair varies in thickness from
two hundred and fiftieth to the six
hundredth part of an inch.
The fibre of the coarsest wool is
about the five hundredth part of an
inch in diameter.
The thread of silk spun by the com
mon silkworm is only the fifteenth
hundredth part of an inch in thick
ness.
Some of the common garden spiders
spin webs so fine that 30,000 of them
side and side would not cover the
space of an inch.
The very finest of sheep’s wool is
three times the diameter of the
coarsest mentioned above, or only
fifteen hundredth part of an inch
thick.
Lenenhock and Humboldt both say
that a single pound of the finest spider
webs would reach around the world.
The pores of the skin are so fine
that it is estimated that there are
thousands of them to every inch of
square surface.
'Miss Henrietta Rhodes says that
there is silk enough in a single cocoon
to extend a distance of 535 miles.
The diatoms, single celled plants of
the seaweed family, are so small that
3,000 of them laid end to end scarcely
suffice to cover an inch of space on
the rule.
The microscopists say that in the
milt of a codfish, or in water in which
decaying vegetables have been infused,
animalculae to the number of 10,000
can be found in every drop as large as
a wheat grain.
The smallest known species of hog
is the pigmy swine of Australia. They
are exactly like their large brethren in
every particular except size, being not
larger than a good-sized house r^t.
The sting of a bee, when compared
with the point of a fine needle, under
a powerful microscope, is hardly dis
cernible. The point of the needle ap
pears to be about an inch in diameter.
Woods, the naturalist, says that
when young spiders begin to spin 400
of their threads are not equal in size
to one of the full-grown insect.—St.
Louis Bepublic.

N. G. Harris, who resides on a plan
tation some thirty miles above New
Orleans, Louisana, possesses one of
the smartest hogs on record. Mr.
Harris also owns quite a supply of
well-stocked bee hives, and thereby
hangs a tale.
A few days ago this hog, which had
not up to that time given evidence of
any great amount of astuteness, wan
dered beyond his own bailiwick in
search of other worlds to conquer,
and by chance began to project around
among the bees’ private plaisance. As
fate would have it in his investigations
he went a little too far and managed
to overturn one of the hives. Of
course, the bees were out to the tune
of double quick and peppered the poor
hog with hot shot, as it were. His
squeals made the welkin ring with
agong and seemed to issue from a half
section of that ill-starred herd of old
that ran down the steep place into the
sea.
It took the combined efforts of the
bee-tender, lot-minder and the gard
ener to rid the' poor beast of his
enemies, and even then he refused to
be comforted till he had soaked him
self for hours in the mud hole of his
own particular sty. In fact, he lay
around for a week in an apparently
maimed and halt condition, but that
hog was doing a deal of thinking
meanwhile.
Recently he emerged from the
sacred precincts of his wallow, drip
ping with mud and siunh, it is true,
but with a deep laid scheme circulating
through the gray matter of his brain.
For three hours by the clock be stood
out in the sunniest spot in the stable
yard, without twisting his tail or mov
ing a muscle, till the mud had dried
into a coat of mail a good half inch
thick all over his hide.
Slowly and deliberately, that he
might preserve his armor intact, the
hog made his way through the open
gates to the bee enclosure. Straight
as a die he marched directly to the hive
EXPENSIVE TASTES.
of his enemies, deliberately over
turned it with his snout, and stood
still to await developments. As be
Father—Yes, I admit that your
fore, out poured the swarm, till the lover has a good income, but he has
liog»was black with them, buzzing and very expensive tastes, very.
Daughter—You amaze me. What
bobbing about to get a foothold on his does
he ever want that is so very
muddy hide.
expensive ?
By and by all were settled com
Father—Well, you, for one thing.

never been made a political one or
annexation might have been accomplished before this. It would be diffi
cult to find two men wider apart upon
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
everything political than Senators
Morgan, of Alabma, and Frye, of
Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa. Maine, are, but just read how perfectly
they agree on Cuban annexation, and
do not forget that they are both mem
bers of the Senate Committee on
Thursday, March 28,1895. Foreign Relations, Senator Morgan
being the chairman. Said Senator
W e are under special obligations to Frye, of that little diplomatic flurry
Hon. B. W. Dambly for the receipt of. with Spain : “It looks as if Spain
would soon be settled. I had hoped
important public documents.
it would be otherwise, and that Spain
P hiladelphia has lost one of her would assume such an arrogant and
most honorable and illustrious citizens belligerent tone that it would be
in the death of Richard Vaux. He necessary for the United States to go
was a noble figure in public life, a man over and take possession of Cuba. We
whose splendid native talents, culti certainly ought to have that island in
vated by liberal training, were always order to round out our possessions as
they should be, and if we cannot buy
devoted to the general public good.
it, I for one should like to have an
opportunity
to acquire it by conquest.”
T he Missouri House does not seem
Said
Senator
Morgon : “I am in
to be wrestling with the great question
favor
of
purchasing
Cuba or of ac
of criminal costs, but they are lam
quiring
it
by
any
other
just method. I
ming into high hats, cigarettes and
have
always
been
a
Cuban
annexation
barbering pretty lively. One of the
Missouri papers rather aptly remarks : ist, for the island is an important one
“The bill to prevent hens from laying to the United States. If the revolu
tionists are able to hold out for a year
on Sunday has not been engrossed.”
they will be able to secure material as
sistance from persons in this country,
T he Norristown Herald observes :—
not only in the way of money, but in
“Parents who lock two or three small
men, in spite of all efforts to prevent
children in their home, and then go
it. There are many men who are
out to spend the evening, may not ex
ready to go into a war for Cuba, or
pect to see the house in ashes when
or any other war, and will be no way
they return, and the little ones’ bones
of keeping them out of it if the men
In the ruins, but such cases are so
who are leading this revolt show that
often reported in the newspapers that
they command any real strength at
fathers and mothers who are guilty of
home.” Since these public utterances
such criminal negligence should not
the prediction is freely made that a
escape punishment.”
new movement for the annexation of
Cuba will soon begin to show itself in
Hi H ung Chang, the Chinese peace this country. In fact, many believe
envoy, while returning to his lodgings that Secretary Gresham made his
in Shimoneseki, March 24, was fired recent demand upon Spain unneces
harsh with the hope that it
upon by a young Japanese. The bul sarily
would make Spain do something that
let inflicted a wound in Li Hung would justify an attack upon her.
Chang’s face. The extent of the injury
Officials of the Department of Agri
is not stated. The attempt to assas- culture are much vexed at the action
inate the representative of the Em of the Governor of South Dokato, who
has issued a proclamation prohibiting
peror of China caused the most in the bringing of cattle from Texas into
tense excitement, and many expres that State for one year, owing to the
prevalence of pleuro-peeumonia among
sions of regret.
them. Dr. Salmon, chief of the Bureau
A K ansas woman Justice of the of Animal Industry of the Agri
cultural department says the proclama
Peace is said to have recently sentenced tion was entirely uncalled for, as there
a vagrant to be washed twice a day is no pleuro-pneumonia nor Texas fever
for ten days. That woman, that Jus among the cattle of Texas. Secretary
tice of the Peace, is entitled to dis Morton will probably call upon the
tinction, for she has evidently hit upon Governor of South Dokato for a bill
of particulars as to that proclamation,
a likely solution of the tramp problem. which is certain to be made use of as
Justices of the Peace elsewhere should a weapon by those European countries
take the hint from the Kansas woman, which have shut out our cattle ou the
and give the new and novel plan a fair plea that they are diseased.
There are a great many rumors as
trial.
to the decision which is expected next
week from the Supreme Court on the
A nother “ocean greyhound” was constitutionality of the income tax,
added to the famed fleet of the Inter but they are probably based entirely
national Navigation Company, Mon upon guess work, as it is seldom, in
day, when the St. Paul, a sister ship to deed, that any advance information as
the St. Louis, was launched from to decisions of the Supreme Court,
ever gets out. A gentleman who op
Cramp’s shipyard, Philadelphia. Al posed the income tax in Congress
though the ceremonies attending the said : “In far reaching effects this is
baptism of the St. Paul were not so one of the most important decisions
elaborate as those when the St. Louis this court has ever been called upon
make. A decision against the con
glided down the ways and took her to
stitutionality of the tax would make
initial dip, still there were a large an extra session of Congress necessary,
number o f prominent people who, by but it will also do a much greater evil
their presence, made the occasion one than that. It will convince the already
suspicious masses—those who have
of national importance.
only what they work for—that our
highest legal tribunal is susceptible to
T he decision of the Supreme Court, the powerful influences wielded by
Monday, with reference to the rights corporate wealth, and that would be
of Trolley Companies, which will be the greatest national calamity that
found elsewhere in this issue, is an im could possibly happen. An incorrupt
judiciary is the keystone of a success
portant one. In view of this decision ful republic. If it ever becomes other
of the higher court Trolley Companies wise the republic will soon cease to
desiring to extend their lines through be.”
This administration h^s been peculi
townships must obtain new legislation.
In the meantime, where the consent of arly unfortunate in its dealings with
Hawaii, and its last move, in demand
property owners along proposed lines ing that Mr. Thurston, the Hawaiin
can be secured, trolley roads may be minister to the United States, shall be
built, notwithstanding the present recalled, is no exception. The reason
need of more modern legislation in given—that Mr. Thurston has given
the matter of electric railway building. information to American newspapers
concerning the affairs of his country—
is particularly weak in view of the
Says Dun’s Review, March 23 : “In fact that Secretary Gresham only the
dications of improvement in business other day made public his demand for
grow more distinct. The most obtru an apology from Spain before that de
sive of them, the speculative advance mand had been presented to Spain.
There is an old saying—“what is sauce
in cotton and in stocks, is the least for the goose should be sauce for the
reliable, nor can either of these be said gander”—that is specially applicable
to reflect actual improvement in busi to this case. While no member of the
ness conditions. The more valuable diplomatic corps is willing to be
it is well known that they are
indications are that the volume of quoted
to a man of the opinion that the ad
domestic trade gains a little, money is ministration has made a mistake.
in much better legitimate demand, and There is no precedent to support a de
the force of hands at work gradually mand for the recall of foreign minister
increases in some industries, and in because he has stated to the public or
press a condition of facts within his
others is restricted only by strikes, country.
On the contrary, exactly
which are presumably temporary.
the reverse was held by Mr. Webster
when he was Secretary of State. Of
E lsewhere, in this issue, a corres course Mr. Thurston will have to go,
pondent presents a number of perti as it is an invioable international rule
even an intimation that a minister
nent observations in relation to the that
is non grata to a country means to re
Normal School question. The writer call.
is informed whereof he speaks, being
A Virginia Snake Story.
in a position to know a few whys and
wherefores. Is the time not here when From the Richmond Dispatch.
An old colored woman near here
the people of Pennsylvania should en
has been missing the eggs from a nest
quire into the inequalities which exist under her wood pile for some time.
in educational matters by authority of She watched, and the other day
the State. The Normal Schools are caught the thief, a big black snake,
virtually controlled by corporations flagrante delicto. He was quickly dis
receiving State funds as special profits. sected and relieved of three eggs in
good condition, which “auntie” eco
. These same corporations seem to be nomically set under another hen. This
on about the same footing as the sugar is the first snake story of the season,
planters of Louisiana, who receive though Mr. Jim Cook killed a rattler
bounties from Uncle Sam as premiums while plowing on the mountain side
for being engaged in the business of lsst Tuesday.
raising sugar cane.'
Cullom Wants the Earth.
The State of Pennsylvania, aside From the Springfield Republican.
from special appropriations for practi
Senator Cullom, of Illinois, is a
cally the same purpose, pays a yearly jingo as is a jingo. He wants every
bonus of $130,000 to the State Normal thing in sight, as much more as can
be discovered by hunting for it. Cuba
Schools.
will do for the first grab, because that
Is it ahy wonder that bank directors island “properly belongs to us,” but
scramble for Normal School deposits ? Cuba is only a very small portion what
Is it any wonder that some of the Cullom covets. He is fairly hungry
Canada also, and as for Hawaii, he
Schools have money—bonus money— for
would gobble these islands up at a
at interest ?
mouthful. Cullom is a Patriot with a
big P, and he just can’t bear to have
WASHINGTON LETTER.
the United States go contentedly along
miuding its own business and grab
From our Regular Correspondent.
bing nothing that does not belong to
W a s h i n g t o n ,D. C., March 22,1895,—
it. He would have the land-snatching
For years there have been many process begin at once and contiifue
prominent Cuban annexationists in until we have “every island that hugs
the United States. The question has our shores,”
Il
“ il
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E, S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.

The Country Road Q u e s t io n .
From the Philadelphia Times.

Inevitable Results o f Bossism .
From the Cincinnati Tritume.

This is the season in which the
farmer discovers no roads in his
section fit to travel on, and realizes
also that the Supervisors chosen the
year before are just as bad as the
roads. Country highways are never
worse than in the spring. Between
frost and moisture the mixture on the
roadbed is either mud or mortar, and
this must dry away as the sun finds
time to do the work of the Super
visors, as there usually is no drainage.
One of the first effects is to quarantine
the country against the town, as few
farmers will risk breaking that sort
of blockade. It means ruin for wagons,
perhaps the loss of the team and in
some instances death or injury to the
farmer.
And yet farm-holders, tenants and
land-holders are content that things
shall continue in this strain. They
insist on the vicious rule of working
out taxes : they persist in shoveling
and scraping earth and stuff from the
sides of the road into the middle of
the roadbed when the weather is clear,
only to see it washed back again by
storm and flood, aud they stand op
posed to any system of public road
improvement to be paid for out of
their own pockets, in face of the fact
that it is just that sort of improve
ment that provides the best kind of
insurance to stock and property.
Corduroy roads were necessary in
the pioneer period. No other sort
would do. But these are not the days
of the wilderness and first settlements.
The lumbering Conestoga turnpike
wagons ceased to rumble half a
century ago. The lighter substitutes,
however, run on nearly the same old
roads. Reform in road-building must
be, from the nature of the subject,
gradual, but there must be beginnings.
When the farmers realize this, the end
to bad roads will also begin.

Bossism in cities has superceded,
-----GO TO----without exception, the rule of the
people, just as in nations monarchy
has throttled democracy. Its existence
carries with it but one result, .official
corruption, attended by waste in the
expenditure of public money and Appleton A Muslin
at 7c. per yard.
laxity or criminal neglect in the.en Hill Muslin, 1 yd. wide, Bleached, 7c. per yard.
A
Good
Muslin,
1
yd.
wide,
Bleached,
6c. per yd.
forcement of law.

Our Woolen Trade Abroad.
From the New York Times. *

Time will be required for the free
and full development of our woolen
industry upon the new basis of free
raw material, and the burdensome and
restrictive tax was removed less than
seven months ago. This shipment to
Bradford—a small matter when con
sidered by itself as a trade transaction
and relating to only one and perhaps
an exceptional kind of cloth—is a
very interesting movement, not only
because now for the first time any
shipment of the sort is practicable,
but also for the reason that it may in
dicate the exportation of some other
woolen products in the near future.
Hr. Reed’s Position.
From the New York Times.

So he committed himself, not wholly,
but far too much, to the notion of
compelling England, by tariff discrimi
nation, to give in her assent to inter
national bimetallism. Later he thought
it shrewd to try to dig a pit for the
administration in the February loan
business. The net outcome was neither
profit nor honor. Thus Mr. Reed
stands on the threshold of the pre
paratory struggle for the nomination
in a most uncertain condition. He
will be the Speaker of the next House,
and that, perhaps, is better for him
than to be on the floor, but it will be a
place of much risk as well as some
advantage. I t is much too early for
prediction, but Mr. Reed’s prominence
at so early a time would make favor*
able prediction extremely venture
some.
Tke H ardest Wood Known.
From the Montreal Star.

-F O R B A R G A IN S -

Beaver & SM enberger’s.

C U R E S

O T H E R S

For Severe, Lingering Coughs, Weak
Lungs, Bleeding from Lungs, Bronchitis,
Asthma, and Consumption, m its early
stages, Dr. Fierce’s Golden Medical Discov
ery is a sovereign remedy. It not only
cures the cough but also builds up the
strength and flesh of those reduced below
a healthy standard by “ Wasting Diseases.”
Will not make fat folks more corpulent.
B. F. W i l e y , of Bos
Elder, Convene Co.,
Wyo., writes: “ I had
bronchitis for twenty
years and over, and I
could not work with
out coughing so hard as
to take all my strength
away. I took five bot
tles of Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discov
ery, and give you my
word and honor that
I can do any work that
there is to do on my
’ranch ’without cough
ing. I have not taken
any of the ‘Golden
Medical Discovery ’ for
M r . W il e y .
a year.’’

W HY NOT
jg

YO U ?

R A ISE R ,

Auctioneer,
PHCENIXVILLE P. O., PA. Sales entrusted to
me will receive my best efforts.
2-14-2m.

Best Quality Ginghams,
at 6c. per yard.
Simpson’s Calicoes in Remnants.
Outing Flannels at 8 and 10c.
All-Wool Cassimeres, at 55c.
Canton Flannels,
at 5c. and upwards.

Red R lanhets from 75c. up to $5.50.

A FULL LIKE OF SHOES.
Freed’s h a k e o f Roots & Shoes.
RUBBER SHOES

Tlie Champion Knife Swapper.
From the Atlanta Constitution.

Tne champion knife swapper lives in
Gainesville. He is a littie boy—the
son of a preacher—and this is his
record, as given by his father :
“That boy, not many months since,
worried me till I bought him a knife.
Like a boy he left it out one night and
it got rusty. Then he lost interest in
it and began at once to swap it off.
Well, the little rascal has naturally a
knack for trading, and, sir, he took
that rusty knife and with a little work
on it and a good deal of talking he
succeeded in exchanging it for two
good knives. These knives in turn he
traded for three knives, worked con
siderably on them, and got a cheap
watch for the three. He kept trading
till he had completed forty-seven differ
ent bargains, most of them in his
favor. At the end of the forty-seventh
trade he owned a shotgun, a hound
puppy, two jack-knives and sixty-five
cents in money, besides other small
trinkets too numerous to mention.
There’s nothing like it.”

GUM BOOTS.

New California Raisins at 6 cents per pound.
7 lbs. Rolled Oats, at 25c.
Floor and Table Oil Cloths.
6 Bars of Good Soap, at 25c.
The Best Table Syrup at 40c.
A Good Baking Syrup, at 25c.
And everything in Groceries and
Dried Fruits at

Opposite Public Square,

N O R R IST O W N , P A .

THE COMPOUND COUGH SYRUP
to cure your Colds, Coughs, Croup, &c.
Corn Care, 10c. Per Bottle. Prim e Sweet Marjoram. Try it. Violin and Gnitar
Strings. Physicians’ Prescriptions and Fam ily Receipts
Compounded with care.

CA L L AND E X A M IN E OUR STAM P P L A T E S .

*

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.

AT CULBERT’S COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE.
AAm ArAA»
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-R ock Bottom P rices.-

SINCE A LOWER TARIFF HAS RE
DUCED THE PRICE OF MANY STORE GOODS,]

Beaver & Shellenberger

I desire the many readers of the INDEPENDENT to score a point in the mat
ter of economy by making their purchases at the Providence Square Store. I
quote no figures, but am ready every time to meet you in prices, quality for
quality, pound for pound, or yard for yard—with honesty and consistency and
our bread and butter taken into consideration.

T R A P P E , DP-A—

I am able to make Clothing cheap as you can buy the same ready-made ; secure prices and be
convinced. Pantaloons and overalls a specialty. {ST'Be sure and don’t forget the Keystone
W a s h in g M a c h in e -c e d a r wood, at $4.50 ; you are welcome to' try it before buying.

(Spring poetry in prose)—Blizzard past—Spring
at last, and Rimby’s are ready to supply all
your needs in the line of fresh vegetable seeds.
Vegetable plants we have a large amount, and
always give IS (for a dozen), in a count. Our
beautiful plants and flowers are a sight, selling
like hot cakes, from morn till night. Prices
low. Quality fine. Our products you can dine.
Order early, to secure the best, and we will at
tend to the rest. If a price-list you have not re
ceived, send us your name and we’ll be pleased.
VEGETABLE PLANTS.
NOW READY.
Doz. 100 1000
LETTUCE, head, wintered
over,
6
.40
EARLY CABBAGE, 3 kinds,
transplanted,
.10
.65 5.00
READY MAY 1st.
CAULIFLOWER, Snowball,
transplanted,
.20 1.50
EGG PLANT, Purple, thorn- less, transplanted,
.30 2.00
PEPPER, Red and yellow,
mild, transplanted,
.18 1.00
TOMATO, 2 kinds, trans.,
.12
.75 6.00
“
5 “
“
.15 1.00 7.50
“
2 “
“
.20 1.25 10.00
READY MAY 15th.
SWEET POTATO, Red and
Yellow, prices later.
Late Cabbage and Celery Plants quoted later.
For descriptions of above see price list. For
Easter, we have a fine stock of Easter Lilies
and other plants, for decorating, at prices to
suit all. Come and see our show after April 10.
Our stock of Vegetable Seeds is Large, but
would advise all to send in-orders ahead of plant
ing time, as some varieties are scarce and prices
will advance. We handle nothing but the best
grade of seeds, and those desiring good returns
for money invested, will be safe on leaving their
orders with us. All orders by mail and those
left with the Collegeville Bakers and the Boyertown Mail Carrier will receive prompt attention
and be delivered, on their routes, free of charge.

PROVIDENCE SQUARE STORE,----JOSEPH G. GOTWALS, Proprietor.
tVVkrtVVaVWWVSV£V

(htvtnmtvfn)

DON’T READ THIS

Do Y o u r E y e s T ro u b le Y o u ?

Or you will know that we are
selling Clothing at one-quarter Have you poor sight, weak eyes, near sight, dull aches and pains above the
less than the regular price, on
eyes ? If so, have your eyes properly fitted with Spectacles which
Suits, Overcoats, Pants, Jersey
will give you relief and perfect satisfaction.
and Knit Jackets. Our Children’s We m ake a Specialty o f Fitting SPECTACLES Properly and Use Only the
Cape Overcoats were sold from
$2.00 to $6.00 ; they can now be
bought for half the money. W e
have a bargain in a white shirt
Remember, we make no charge for examination, and our charges
for Spectacles are very moderate.
sold for 69c.’; it is equal to a $1
Call and see us ANY DAY EXCEPTING FRIDAY, when we are engaged in Philadelphia.
Shirt. And one not quite as fine
EXAMINATION ABSOLUTELY FREE.
for 39c. Those laundried Shirts
with collar and cuffs attached, in
F
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U
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,
mixed and striped goods, always
Graduate of New York Institute of Optics,
sold for 75c., now 50c.
W e are
headquarters for Underwear, from
13 N. MAIN STREET,
SPRING CITY, PA.
25c. to $2.50 a garment. You
will Jiave to see our immense line
of Goods in Clothing, Hat and
Furnishings to know that we are
advertisers of facts.
HE IS THE LEADING JEWELER AND OPTICIAN OF
HORACE RIMBY,
Ask for YOUNG SQUARE
THE COUNTY.
Seedsman, Florist and Vegetable Plant Grower, MAN at 105 North Main Street,
Has the most extensive and varied assortment of Silverware suitable for wedding gifts.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
SPRING CITY.
H is Optical Departm ent is in charge of a Lady Optician for the Examination of
N o r r is t o w n ,

^ F I N E S T QUALITY OF L E N S E S .^

Have You Heard of Lanz ?

Eyes Free.

March 25,1895.

------ oooo----—

WE HAVE FINISHED OUR

PRICES L O W E R T H A N TH E L O W E ST I

--------IS T JE T W --------

BCOAT ROOM!
Adjoining the back part of our store and
not having all our new Capes in, we have
concluded to use it for

-^COLLEGEVILLE-*-

Carriage Works !

G -T JS .

FROM

X j .A. 1ST Z ,

211 DeKalb Street,

Norristown, Pa.

$1.00 and $1.25 a Yard The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co.— Capital i $250,000
H IE ID T T C E D

Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.

T O

JOHN W. LOCH, President.

Less Than One - Half Former Prices.

American agriculture is in nothing
like the condition the calamity-howlers
of two-years ago insisted that it was,
according to a late census bulletin.
The ruinous state of the farmers,
ground down by debt and extortionate
interest, was a favorite picture in the
eloquence of the howler, but this
census bulletin takes the life out of
the whole thing. Of about four and
three-quarter millions of farm families
less than 900,000 were carrying mort
gages in 1890. The farm families
owning their lands free of mortgage
were almost one-half of the whole
number, and those renting farms just
about one-third. The greater part of
the mortgages represents money bor
rowed to buy lands and make improve
ments. It is very important to know
that speculative purposes or extrava
gance, bad crops and hard times had
a little to do with the loans made.
The American farmer is prosperous
and he would be more progressive and
much better off if he would clean out
the theorists and schemers that take
his attention and time.

AND

With every gold eye glass a gold plated eye
glass chain is idven.
SILVERWARE.
Tea Sets, 4 pieces,
$10 00 up
Cream Sets, 3 pieces,
3 50 “
Water and lee Pitchers,
4 50 “
All quadruple plated and warranted
Sterling Silver tea spoons, U doz.,
4 50
Sterling Silver Novelties.—Af er Dinner
Coffee Spoons, Book Markers, Pocket Knives,
Pocket Combs, 8boe Hooks, &c.
RINGS.
Solid Gold Rings,
$1 00 up
18-karat Plain Rings.
Diamoud Rings,
3 00 “
Give us an opportunity to show you the above.

J. 33. SA-3Li3LiA^33E, Optician,
16 E A S T M A IN S T .,

Chase’s Lap Robes and 5 A Horse
Rlanhets.

Collegeville Greenhouses.

Several specimens of ironwood have 10 DAYS ONLY
AS A GREAT
long been known and widely used on
account of their extraordinary weight
BARGAIN ROOM
and hardness in the manufacture of
Where Goods will be taken from all parts of
such articles as axles and plows. It
our store and some of them he sold at
is claimed, however, that these are
entirely surpassed by a certain tree
found in the Northern Transvaal, re
Meantime, we will sell those of our new
garding which M. Basiaux, at present
Capes that we have received In our former
traveling in South Africa, has trans
Coat Room until Saturday, April 6, 1895,
when we will open our New Room with a
mitted a note to the Geographical
new
stock of Spring Capes, Wrappers,
Society of France. The wood is a
Children’s Reefers and Ladles’ Suits. We
sort of ebony and so excessively hard
also have a good assortment of Winter
Coats which we will sell at reduced prices
that it cannot be cut in the ordinary
for 10 days only.
manner except when green. When
By April 6th we expect to have all our
mature and dry it resists every known
improvements finished and astonish custom
tool and blunts or breaks the finest
ers with our new store, fresh goods and new
tempered steel. I t is apparently al prices.
most impregnable against fire, as it
required a fortnight’s constant burn M O R G A N - W R IG H T
ing to reduce the trunk of one of the Keystone Store, Opp. Public Square
trees to ashes, and although heavy,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
it said to be considerably lighter than
steel or iron.
Clean Out the Theorists.
From the Philadelphia Times.

« • « : STOP A. SECOISTD !
It won’t take any longer than a second to tell
you of tiie bargains we have in
WATCHES.
Gent’s Gold filled case, Elgin or Waiton
15 years $12,14k 20 years,
$15 00
Ladles’ gold filled cases,
8 00
Ladies’ Silver, open cases,
3 50
Gents and Boys’ nickel stem wind,
2 60
CLOCKS.
8 Day, strike half hour,
$2 75
8 “
“
“
on gong,
3 00
8 “ fancy, black,
4 50
SPECTACLES.
Gold Spectacles,
$3 50 up
Silver Spectacles,
2 00 “
Eye Glasses,
25c. to 4 50

© q Y a r d .

Body Brussels

TREES

A special lot of about 875 yards of Body Brus
sels Carpetings which have heretofore been sold
at $1.00 and $1.25 a yard, shall go at 75 cents a
yard while the lot lasts, and the lot will not last
long at this price. Take our word for it and be
one of the wise buyers to come early to get the
pick of the patterns. There are about twelve
different patterns and some of them have borders.
If you delay in making selection you must be
content with whatever patterns are unsold ; but
no delay can make any different« in the

Great Money Value n Carpets
while any of this lot remains. Be quick and get
the cboioest patterns ; be wise and get this great
est of carpet value for so little as
75 Cents a Yard for Body Brussels

SP R IN G A R R IV A L S

F. G. HOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer

P A Y S 3 P E R OENT^ In te re s t on T im e Deposits. P A Y S 2 P E R C E N T . In te re s t on A ctive Accounts
A cts as Executor, T rustee, G u ard ian , Assignee, Com m ittee, Receiver, A gent, and in all tr u s t capacities
Becomes S u re ty for those actin g in fiduciary relations. In su res T itles to R eal E sta te and m ortgages. In
sures certified g en eral searches. R ents Boxes in b u rg lar proof vaults. Send for book w ith full explanations.

Ml
• it

S H A D E , + F R U IT ,

M E E H A N S ’ N U R S E R IE S , C hurch an d C h ew Sts^G erm antown,Phila.

BARGAINS
—AT—

£ FE N T 0 N ’S 3

I rely upon the merits of my work for recom
mendation. All kinds of Carriages and Busi
ness Wagons built to order.

DB Y GOODS ! NEW G OODS

Fast M ey Bed Tat Linen, 29c.
All-Wool White Flannel, only 30c. yard.
Beautiful Patterns, White Apron Plaids, 10 and
12)^c. yard.

Ready-Made Pants, $1 to $3.

Have now made up :

- BRENDLINGER’8 -

Two Bar-Spring Top Buggies, one extra fine
leather-top, narrow-tread buggy, run one season.
Two Ladies’ Phaetons.
Two Spindle Wagons.
Two Express Wagons, Duplex Spring.

CD

CARPET - DEPARTMENT,

Shoe Department is Complete

trouble and money in every way.

Calfskin Shoes, $2.25, reduced from $3.00. Men’s
Working Shoes, very good, $1.25. FULL LINE
OF RUBBERS and GUM BOOTS.

09
Remember, we take measurements,
Ladies’ Shoes, Light and Heavy, from $1 np.
GO sew and lay the carpets, guarantee our Children’s
School Shoes, 50c. up. Men’s Flue
work in every particular and save you

W ill be sold below cost.

CO

First-class Painting and Varnishing. A full
line of all kinds bf repair material always on
hand. I use none but the best make of wheels.
Respectfully yours,

YOU MAKE SELECTIONS
CN and we will do the rest. You are cor
oo dially invited to visit our store.

R. H. Grater.

CO
CD
OO

Hang on to Your Dollar

tke fact that now is the tim e
for you to be on hand and

Two-sided matting that is a good
seller because, quality, patterns and Shirting Calicoes, all styles, 5c. yard.
price are so very attractive when per
Feather Bed Ticking, 15c. yard.
sonal inspection and handling give
witness to the fact.
Outing Flannels, 8 and 10c. yard.
Nearly All-Wool Cassimeres, 40c. yard.
Will you profit yourself and do us
the favor to permit us to show to you
in person the advantage of

Cut-under Depot Wagons, the finest
family carriage made—a specialty ; all leather
curtains, $190.00, sold elsewhere for $350.

We wish to call your attention to

—IN—

IN GRAINS !

40 yards roll—$5.00.

Y o u is r a

Ml
• ••

of Tapestries and Ingrain Carpets are the best
in quality and price, and most numerous in
styles and patterns ever shown in this town.
We ask your personal investigation of this state
ment.
1000 Yards Appleton A Muslin, 1 yard wide, 7c.
Tapestries 45 Cents and Up.
yard. 1 Case Simpson’s Calicoes, in Rem
nants, 4c. yard. Best Quality Ginghams,
4 Yards for 25c.
Need to be gone over by eye and feel to prove
to you that the patterns are here to meet your
taste and that the price means more In carpet
quality than money has ever before bought.

JOINTLESS MATTING

+ O N R A M E M T A L .

Descriptive Catalogue free. Landscape Gardening in all its branches. Visitors from Phila.
take Germantown Ave. electric cars to Church St. Nurseries, a sqs east of cars, or Pa* R.R. to
Carpenter Sta ,or Reading R.R. to Walnut Lane Sta.

FOR SPRING ARE HERE.
They are exceedingly fine and- low in price.
Bedroom Suits from $12.50 and upwards,
Parlor Suits from $15.00 to $95.00.
Handsome line of Tables, Sideboards, Spring
Mattresses, Geese Feathers, <fec., <*c.

-- F R E E

—

A handsome decorated CHAMBER SET of 10
pieces with every bedroom suit sold before the
15th of this month. We had quite a big sale of
them last week.
It will pay you to visit our

DryGoods and GroceryDepartments.
In fact a ll o f our departments kave
great bargains for yon.

N E W T H IS W E E K :
Crepe Cloth Dress Goode, at 12%c.
9-4 Unbleached Sheeting at 12%c.

Demorest Sewing Machine, in Antique Oak,
with all attachments and guaranteed for 5 years,
19.50.

1 .1 . Brendlinger, CHOICE

GROCERIES !

Serviceable Wool Beiges at 12%c., worth 25c.
Still a few of those 100-plece Dinner Sets at
$8.50 per set. They will soon be gone.
Call and see our new line of goods. You
need not buy.
Houses furnished from cellar to garret.

The finest Rock Candy Syrup, 50c. gal. Try
a sample of our 35c. gal. Table Syrup. A good We deliver goods free of charge.
Baking Syrup, 25c. gal. Choice Rio Coffee, 25c.
LE A D IN G D EA LER IN
lb. Old Government Java Coffee, 35c. lb. 4
E. L. MARKLEY,
Cans Corn, 25c. 8 Cans Corn, 25c. Early June
211,
213, 215 Main Street,
Dry Goods, Books,
Peas, 10c. can. California Prunes, 10c. lb.
Evaporated Peaches, 2 lbs. for 25c 2 large Fat 30au.
Royersford, Pa.
For Men, Women and Children, and learn our
Mackerel for 25c. Heavy Poultry Wire, all
Carpets, Trimmings,
low prices for a ll kinds of Footwear—no mat
Widths ; special prices by the roll. 1 lb. Chew
ter what you may want in style or quality.
o t ic e .
and Coats. ing Tobacco,25c.
During the session of the Legislature
Men’s Fine Shoes, $1.00 to $5. Ladies’ Fine
W . P. FENTON,
Geo. W. Steiffer, Esq., will act as Secretary of
Shoes from $1.00 to $3.50 ; Misses Shoes, 85c. to
Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire Insurance
$1.50 ; Children’s, 25c. to $1.50.
aifeb
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. the
Company. Mr. Steiner will be in attendance at
A handsome % life-size crayon portrait
the office of A. D. Fetterolf, Collegeville, Friday
of each week. Persons having business with
given to every purchaser of $10 worth of goods.
XfOTICE I
Also a reduction of 5 per cent, to every pur
_i^i Threshing and feed cutting done at short the Company will please call on him as above.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary,
chaser who reads the I n d e p e n d e n t , and pre
notice and upon reasonable terms by
Collegeville, Jan. 14,1895.
sents this advertisement.
THEO. M. CASSELBERRY,
o r h a le .
Ironbridge P. O., Pa.
A good heater, heater pipe and a lot of 15no.
Geo. C. Brownback,
good stove pipe ; will be sold cheap. Apply to
A. K. HUNSICKER, Collegeville, Pa.
o r sale o r r e n t .
o a r d in g s t a b l e
248 Bridge Street,
Phcenixvilie, Pa.
The store property and residence, together
For Horses at the Jeffersonville Hotel ;
with
three acres of land, at Upper Providence
rates
reasonable
;
the
most
careful
attention
j
you have anything to sell, given to all horses entrusted to my care ; teams Square. Apply to
ET YOUR Posters Printed at the
/ . M. ZIMMERMAN, Collegeville, Pa.
to hire.
. JOHN FRYER, Hostler.
advertise it in the Independent.
Independent Office.

N O R R IST O W N , P A .

UNTIL YOU SEE OUR STOCK OF

Boots & Shoes

N

213 and 215 DeKalb St.

F

B

G

F

-i; Providence Independent s-

Y . W. C. T. U.

The next regular meeting of the Y.
W. C. T. U., of Yerkes, will be held
TERMS
$1.25 PER TEAR IN ADVANCE at the residence of Mr. D. S. Raudenbush on Monday evening, April 1. All
Thursday, March 28, 1895. are welcome.
HOME ANO ABROAD.

I f. M. C. A. Entertainment.

Tuesday evening, April 2, at 7.45 p.
m., an entertainment will be given in
—Beware of Spring, the fickle flirt,
Bomberger Memorial Hall under the
Whose treachery long has been avowed
auspices of the Y. M. C. A. of Ursinus
And do not doff your flannel shirt
College. A small admission fee of 15
Unless you want to don a shroud.
New York Herald.
cents will be charged. The proceeds
—Another third rate blizzard, Tues will be used to pay a debt resting on
the association for sometime. An
day.
interesting program will be rendered.
—If you are a subscriber to the
I ndepndent

—And have changed, or expect to
change,
—Your post-office address,
—Please notify the scribe by postal
or otherwise.
—Some of the mud on the highways
is being changed to dust ; some of
it 1
—Neighbor Saylor, proprietor of the
marble yard, made a decided improve
ment when he moved his office and
shop some feet further to the rear of
his lot.
—Mr. B. F. Steiner, station agent at
this place, has recoved from a severe
attack of grippe.
—And where is our Oaks correspon
dent 1
—Notice the new advertisement of
the Collegeville Carriage Works,
—Also the spring announcement of
the Collegeville Greenhouses.
—M. H. Heimer has been appointed
postmaster at Limerick, vice F, G.
Krause, resigned.
—D. H. Casselberry is on his way
east with a car-load of western horses.
See adver.
—A pleasant gathering of friends
and college students occurred at the
home of Rev. and Mrs. H. E. Jones,
on School street, Thursday evening.
—Twenty head of horses and cows
perished in the burning of the barn of
William Janney, Newtown township,
Bucks county, last Thursday night.
—“De question am,” will the trolley
road be extended from Jeffersonville
to Collegeville this year of 1895 ?

A New School House.

Journalistic.

The school directors of this town
ship have decided to reconstruct the
Mennonite public school building,
near Yerkes. The Directors contem
plate the expenditure of about $1500.

The Souderton Independent will be
gin volume seventeen with its issue of
this week. Under the guidance of
Editor Goettler the Independent has
come to be recognized as a frank and
outspoken publication and as an inter
esting local newspaper.
The Phcenixville Republican has
been increased in size from a six-col
umn to a seven column paper. The
Republican is a bright and interesting
daily, and the evidence of prosperity
it exhibits must be gratifying to pub
lishers and patrons.

Days o f Grace Abolished.

The Legislature has passed a bill
abolishing days of grace on promissory
notes. If a note falls due on Sunday
or a holiday, it is due the next busi
ness day thereafter.
Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of the Spring
Garden Market Company will be held
on Wednesday morning, April 17th, at
An Extensive Contract.
9 o’clock. A semi-annual dividend of
Guest, Grater & Co., of Norristown, two and a half per cent., payable on
have received the contract for the mill April 12, has been declared.
work of the new Hotel Metropole, Broad
Public Sale o f Store Goods.
and Locust streets, Philadelphia, to be
erected at a cost of $100,000. They
Public sale of store goods by Beaver
have signed at present for only the & Shellenberger, at Trappe, on Satur
mill work on the outside, but expect day afternoon, April 6. Will be sold
to receive the contract for the interior, over 3000 yards of cassimeres, calicoes,
making their contract amount to be ginghams, lawns, dress goods, &c.
tween $30,000 and $35,000.
Also hats, caps, boots, shoes and
stockings. Don’t miss the opportunity.
If the weather is inclement, sale will
About Completed.
A correspondent writes : Mr. Daniel be held on Monday afternoon following.
Anders of Lower Providence has about
Taken Possession.
completed his new mansion. I t is
situated on a high bluff in the centre
Mr. E. G. Brownback has taken
of his farm. The house is built of possession of the large general store,
cut stone and brick, is of modern at Trappe, as successor to the wellarchitectural ddsign, with the interior known firm of Beaver & Shellenberger.
finished with chestnut, cypress, oak We wish our young friend success in
and yellow pine. The building will be his undertaking. He invites all to
heated with steam and contain hot and visit his store and learn prices before
cold water appliances. The painting making their purchases, and promises
was done by W. A. Shearer.
a reduction of 10 percent, from former
low prices. See adver. later.
Perkiom en City.

The Perkiomen City Land Company,
which is interested in booming a city
at Perkiomen, near Oaks, have decided
not to secure a charter for the com
pany ; but have determined to form a
syndicate which will hereafter be
known as the Perkiomen City Land
Syndicate. It is said the lots are be
ing disposed of rapidly and that ExPostmaster General John Wanamaker
is greatly interested in the booming
enterprise.

Chapel Dedicated.

The Union chapel, at Pawling, near
Perkiomen Junction, was dedicated
Sunday. Rev. Wm. Courson, of the
Lower Providence Baptist Church,
officiated and preached the dedicatory
sermon. He was assisted by Revs. S.
Gracey, of Spring City ; C. R. Brodhead, of the Lower Providence Pres
byterian Church ; George Cavanaugh,
of Mont Clare; J. T. Myers, of Green
Tree, and Rev. Mr. Hughes, of Phceuixville. The chapel is built of brick.

Twenty-firth Anniversary.

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Zwinglian Literary Society of Ursinus
College, in Memorial Hall, Friday
evening, attracted a large audience.
The program was one of rather un
usual merit and the entertainment af
forded was much appreciated. The
violin solos by Prof. Schewe, the vocal
W. C. T. U.
solos by Mrs. Jones, the piano solo by
The regular monthly meeting of the Miss Miller, and the piano duet by
Collegeville Union will be held in the Misses Weinberger and . Hunsicker
church parlor on Wednesday, April 3, proved acceptable features of the oc
at 3 p, m.
casion.

Burglars at G nlf Mills.

Early Friday morning the residence
of John J. Hughes, of Gulf Mills,
Upper Merion township, was entered
by burglars and $200 worth of goods
stolen. Before this theft the burglars
paid a visit to the carriage store of
Arthur McFarland, a short distance
from the home of Mr. Hughes. They
secured an entrance, notwithstanding
the presence of a large dog and a
watchman, and cut the curtains from a
wagon.

To Be United In Matrimony.

A Preacher as Detective.

Another Industry for Royersford.

Miss Mary Virginia Beaver, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs J. K. Beaver, of
Trappe, and Mr. Edward G. Brownback, of the same place, will be united
in marriage on Wednesday, April 3.

Adam S. Hartranft called at the
house of the Rev. N. B. Grubb, pastor
of the First Mennonite Church, Phila
delphia, Friday, asked for a small loan
and represented himself as a member
of the Mennonite Church in German
town. Mr. Grubb noticed that his
caller corresponded with the descrip
tion of a man who had been swindling
clergymen, and, after an exciting chase
and struggle, handed him over to a
policeman. Rev. Grubb was formerly
the editor and publisher of the
Schwpnksvill^ f/tfw

The American Wheel and Tire Cornpan)’, about to be incorporated with a
capital stock of $50,000, will locate at
Royersford. The building will be of
brick, two stories high and 60x100 feet.
The company will manufacture a pat
ent wheel and tire. The officers of the
concern are as follows :—Directors,
Messrs. Henry Rhorer, C. E. Weise, of
Hagerstown, Md ; J. A. Hoffnagle, of
Williamsport; D. B. Latshaw, David
Springer, A. T. Keeley and C. U.
Bean, of Royersford ; treasurer, E. L.

Meeting oi* School Directors.

The school directors of this (Inde
pendent) district met at the office of
Col. D. M. Fulmer, Trappe, Monday
evening. Orders were granted for the
payment of teachers, and other rou
tine business was transacted.
Judge Pennypacker’s Address.

A Serious Acccident.

Hon. Samuel W. Pennypacker, of
Philadelphia, will address the Histor
ical Society of Montgomery county in
the Court House, Norristown, to-mor
row (Friday) evening, March 29, at
eight o’clock, on the subject of “Local
History.”

Randall, the five-year-oldxson of Mr.
Isaiah Detwiler, residing near Ironbridge, was the victim of a serious and
painful accident, Monday forenoon.
His elder brother was engaged in dress
ing the carcass of a sheep, while Ran
dall was standing near by looking on,
when the knife slipped and penetrated
the abdomen of the little boy. The
extent of the wound was such that a
portion of the peritoneum protruded.
Dr. E. A. Krusen, of this place, who
was hastily summoned, attended to
the injury. Tuesday morning the Dr.
found Randall’s condition favorable
and it is hoped no dangerous compli
cations will arise.

Bread and Cake Sale.

The Woman Suffrage Association of
Montgomery county will hold a bread
and cake sale in their rooms in the
Coleman building, 85 E. Main street,
Norristown, Saturday afternoon and
evening, March 30. Ice cream and
cake will be served and there will also
be a home-made candy and a fancy
table. All friends of the cause are
cordially invited to be present.
Uncle Sam’s Mall.

F. H. Anders has been appointed
postmaster at Bevan vice M. Y. Brooks,
resigned, and Matthias Custer at Eagleville, .vice J. K. Rahn, resigned.
Postmaster Kneule is endeavoring
to secure an additional mail service to
Reading and points along the Schuyl
kill Valley and Perkiomen Railroads.
I t is hoped Postmaster Kneule’s en
deavors will not be put forth in vain.
RELIGIOUS.

M. E. church, Evansburg. Sabbath
school at 9.30 a. m., every Sabbath.
Preaching, 10.45 a. m., and every Sab
bath evening at 7.30.
Episcopal service at St.' James’
Evansflnirg every Sunday at 10.30 a. m.,,
Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also a ser
vice at Royersford at 3.15 p. m. Rev.
A. J. Barrow, Rector.
Lenten services at St. Paul’s Me
morial, near Oaks : Wednesday after
noon at 3.30. Theme : The Beautitude, Matt, v., 1-13. Good Friday,
April 12, at 10.30. On Sundays at
10.45 and 3.30. Sunday school, 2.30.
All welcome.
Trinity Church : Wednesday even
ing, at 7£ o’clock, a Union Missionary
meeting, to be addressed by the Rev.
W. E. Hoy, a Japanese missionary.
Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock, meet-,
iug of catechetical class. Sunday, at
9 o’clock, a. m., Sunday School ; at 10
o’clock, preaching ; at 2 o’clock, p. in.,
the Junior C. E. prayer meeting,
Frank H. Hobson, leader; at 6^
o’clock, the C. E. prayer meeting:
topic, Christ’s Yoke ; leader, Mr. J.
George Kershner; and at 7 o’clock,
preaching.
Services next Sunday at 10 a. m., at
Augustus Lutheran church, Trappe.
The pastor-elect, Rev. I. B. Kurtz,
will conduct the service.
$100

REWARD. $100.

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh telng a constitu
tional disease, requires a constitutional traatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly uoon the blood and mucous sur
faces of the system, thereby destroying the
foundation of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and as
sisting nature in doing its work. The proprie
tors have so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure, Send for 11-1 of testi
monials. Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by J. W. Culbert, Druggist, Collegeville,
Pa. 75 cents.

Chapel Re-opening.

Max k le y , H o v e r s ford.

Another Big H otel Beal.

and approval the stand you take upon
the Normal School question, and agree
with you, that those schools are grabs
upon the State fund.
The editor of the Phcenixville Re
publican with whom you have conten
ded in this matter, is a graduate of the
West Chester State Normal School,,
that has been highly favored by Legis
lative appropriations.
,
Through
the
efforts
of
Representa
URSINUS COLLEGE NOTES.
tive Talbot, it got a liberal slice from
There will be no vacation interven the Legislature of 1893. The same
ing the Winter and Spring terms this gentleman has his hooks in again this
year, only a few days during the Eas session for another fat one. '
ter season.
The West Chester State Normal
J. M. S. Isenberg, S. T. ’96, and School is practically a private corpo'Harry Fogleman, ’98, recently spent a ration. the stock of which is almost if
not entirely owned by the thrifty peo
few days at their homes.
pie of that town who khow a good
C. D. Lerch, ’95, recently bad the thing when they see it.
pleasure of entertaining his sister, Miss
If it is not self-sustaining, then there
Mary T. Lerch from Paradise, and his is either not virtue in a large atten
cousin Miss Margaret I. Miller, of dance of pupils charged well for their
Watsontown, Pa.
tuition and board, or the management
The boys are becoming ambitious is at fault, so that appropriations from
bow, by aspiring to the positions on the State is so mu6h money presented
the base-ball team, which have not to a number of favorites in the nature
of a donation.
been filled.
So abundant was the funds of this
The Directors of Ursinus College at school last year, that there was a pro
a recent meeting, agreed to offer the tracted contest for its control in the
following inducement : All studeuts board of Trustees, the members of
entering upon the examination for en which were equally divided in interest
trance into the Freshman Class, wheth in two banks, each of which was eager
er they belong to the Ursinus Academy ■ to have the money on deposit.
or not, are entitled to compete for the
If there is any reason why the State
prize of a four years’ scholarshi p, the should aid the Normal schools, which
winner being the person who succeeds in my opinion is open to grave donbt.
in getting the highest average.
it certainly should not be made when
they are self sustaining.
Mrs. H. A. Cole spent Monday of
last week in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson who spent a
week with Mrs. C. W. Johnson re
turned to her home in Parkerford.
John Fry, residing near Limerick,
moved to the place formerly occupied
by George Cauler.
Mrs. John Yorgey and daughter
Alice spent Saturday in Philadelphia.
Miss Marne Hoskins is on the sick
list. Dr. Mewhinney of Spring City
is the attending physician. La Grippe
is again prevalent in this locality.
Many are the victims that are suc
cumbing to it.
Master Royal Custer and the chil
dren of William Hoffman are suffering
with the measles.
Lillian H. Johnson resumed teach
ing in Spring City on last Monday,
after a week’s illness with grippe
bordering on quinsy.
Notwithstanding the bad condition
of the roads, people are moving and
hauling goods of all kinds. On Friday
last Mr. John Brown of Spring City
moved from that place, to New Jersey,
passing through this section with all
his personal property packed on one
wagon. Owing to the disinclination of
one horse to pull, to bad roads, and to
poor rigging, a “standstill” of three
hours was experienced, when a team
from near by took them to the pike.
The Silver Lake Quartette from
Boston rendered some excellent music
in Latsbaw’s Hall on Saturday even
ing. Mr. Meade delivered a good
Temperance lecture. The entertain
ment was under the auspices of the Y.
M. C. A.
Miss Laura Fritz of Limerick Square,
presented to the Evangelical church,
—recently built a t that place—a
beautiful Bible and marker, for the
pulpit.

The Rambo House, opposite the
Court House, Norristown, where poli
ticians are wont to hobnob on Con
ventions days, and where many a
political slate has been made and
smashed, was sold Thursday to
Percival K. Gable, of Quakertown for
$60,000. The property belonged to
the estate of Christian Beener, and is
tenanted by W. B. Barnes, ex-Register
The third lecture of the University
of Wills, who will be succeeded by
the new proprietor about the first of Extension course, was delivered on
May. Mr. Gabel at one time was land- Monday evening, on the subject,
lore of the Hartranft House, Norris “Henry W. Longfellow.”
town.
The Y. P. S. L. Society held a meetting on last Thursday evening. The
Resigned.
next meeting will be held on Thursday
It is reported on good authority evening, April 4, when the following
that Rev. Dr. George Stibitz, Pro program will be rendered : Singing ;
fessor of Hebrew in Ursinus College Reading of the minutes by the Secre
and Dr. C. W. R. Crum, Professor of tary ; Recitation by David *RittcnMathematics and Physics have resigned house ; Solo, Elma B. Rambo ; Reci
their respective professorships in that tation, Alice M. Yorgey ; Selection,
institution. Dr. Stibitz is a graduate Miss Jessie Royer ; Solo, Miss Stella
of the post graduate Course of Yale Usner ; Dialogue by four characters ;
and Dr. 'Crum is a graduate of Johns Recitation, Howard Johnson ; Paper
Hopkins University. Their departure by the E ditor; Recitation, H. V.
will be an evident loss to the institu K eyser; Selection, Jessie R oyer;
tion and greatly regretted^ by many Singing ; Adjournment.
friends of the School
S.
March 25, 1895.

The Ironbridge chapel, at Rahn’s
Station, under the direction of the
Ladies’ Auxiliary Society of that vil
lage, has undergone a thorough in
ternal renovation, the walls having
been tastefully frescoed in oil. On
the evenings of the 30th and 31st
insta., there will be appropriate re
opening services ; several neighboring
clergymen having promised to be pres
ent to deliver addresses on the occa
sion. The public generally is cordi
ally invited to be present and to par
DEATHS.
ticipate in the services, and to see
Mary
Ann,
wife of Richard Pool,
what has been accomplished by the
commendable zeal of the Ladies’ died at her residence in Trappe, Wed
nesday of last week, aged 63 years.
Auxiliary.
Death was due to a cancerous affection
of the breast. Several years ago Mrs.
A Pleasant Time.
Pool underwent a surgical operation
Misses Laura and Debbie Koons for a cancer, and it was hoped that a
gave a party at their home, in College cure had been effected, but after the
ville, Saturday evening last, in honor
of some months the malignant
of their friends, Misses CoraZuck and elapse
disease again made its appearance and
Linda Kepler, of Easton, Pa., and gradually gained the mastery, inflicting
Misses Mary T. LerCh and Margaret I. upon the now deceased one the most
Miller, of Watsontown, Pa. The even intense suffering. Mrs. Pool leaves a
ing was spent in a profitable and an husband who mourns the absence of a
enjoyable manner. Music, games and devoted partner and helpmate ; one
pleasant conversation constituted the brother, Michael Schrack, of near
evening’s program. Miss Miller gave Trappe ; and two sisters—Mrs. Robert
several excellent instrumental solos, Patterson and Mrs. Sarah Kulp, of
and Miss Kepler favored the assembled Philadelphia. The funeral was ‘held
guests with several choice vocal solos. Tuesday. Interment in the cemetery
In all the different features the occa of St. Luke’s Reformed church,
sion was a rare treat, .and one to be Trappe.
cherished by every participant.
Mahlon Koch, for a number of years
A Sane Inm ate o f an Insane Asylum. bustler at Gross’ hotel, this place, died
Legal proceedings were instituted in bis room at that hotel, Sunday after
last week for the release of B. H. Bu noon, aged 47 years. The end was
chanan, of Honeybrook, Chester coun hastened by pneumonitis due to a
ty, an inmate of the Insane Hospital severe cold. The deceased served Mr.
at Norristown for three years, upon Gross first at Perkiomen Bridge and
the grounds that Bucanan is a sane later at the Collegeville hotel. We
man and was such at the time of his never heard an unkind word spoken of
incarceration through the influence of Mahlon ; he was kind, affable and
two physicians and a number of rela obliging and a very good hostler.
tives. When he was placed in the Deceased leaves a mother, two sisters,
Asylum he owned a farm worth $15,- and a brother. The funeral was held
000 and considerable personal prop yesterday (Wednesday). The remains
erty. The Judges are satisfied Bu were taken to E. Greenville by train
chanan is a sane man and are about to where interment was made in the
order his release. There seems to cemetery of the new Goschenhoppen
have been a grave act of injustice church.
done Mr. Buchanan, and if such be the
Eva, aged 10 years, daughter of Mr.
case, those who conspired against him
deserve to be placed in the peniten and Mrs. Irwin Moore, of Conshotiary for the remainder of their lives. bocken, and niece of Mrs. Azariah
Haldeman of this place, died of
typhoid fever the latter part of last
Knights of the Maceabees.
week. The funeral was held yesterday;
The State Commander writes us from Lincoln,

Neb., as follows : “ After trying other medicines
for what seemed to be a very obstinate cough in
Jacob Alderfer, aged about 80 years,
our two children we tried Dr. King’s New Dis died at the residence of his son, John
covery and at the end of two days the cough en
tirely left them. We will not be without it D. Alderfer, in Skippack township,
hereafter, as our experience proves that it cures la^t Saturday morning.
Deceased
where all other remedies fail.”—Signed F. W. le ives several sons and daughters. The
Stevens, State Com.—Why not give this great
medicine a trial, as it is guaranteed and trial funeral will be held next Saturday at
a. m.
bottles are free at J. W. Culbert’s Drug Store. 6 110
j

Probably no two words in the Eng
lish language are more misused and
abused than “lady” and “woman,” and
there is much wisdom, therefore, in a
popular discussion of the proper usage
of the words such as is given in the
April Ladies' Home Journal, by Mar
garet Deland, Mrs. Burton Harrison
and SarahOrne Jewett. John Kendrick
Bangs is irresistibly funny in “The
Paradise Club,” and Josiah Allen’s
Wife is pathetically humorous in her
new two-part story called “The Earth
quake of Eighteen Eighty-Three.”
The vigorous pen of Dr. Parkhurst is
most evideut in his definition of “The
True Mission of Women.” This ideal
magazine is sold for ten cents a num
ber and one dollar a year by the Curtis
Publishing Company, of Philadelphia.

P oet P rovidence, Pa., March 23, ’95.
E d. Moser :—I notice with interest

FROH LIMERICK.

Unusual Electrical Storm.

R eading, Pa., March 25.—About 8

o’clock this morning there was a vivid
flash of lightning, followed by a heavy
peal of thunder, which shook the earth
like an earthquake. The rumbling con
tinued for an unusually long time,
shaking buildings in all parts of the
city. Rain then commenced to fall,
and continued at short intervals for
several hours. In some sections dishes
were thrown off the breakfast table.
One of the panes in the large window
in the Prothonotary’s Office at the'
Court House was among those brokeh.
A gentleman residing in the lower
section of the city while on the way
to his place of business had his
umbrella almost shaken from his grasp
by the vibrations. It is probable that
the intensity 'of the shock, as well as
the erebus like darkness, was due to
the fact that the storm clouds were
actually resting upon the ground, and
that when the flash of lightning came
the heaviest air- vibrations occurred
directly on the street. Farmers in the
vicinity of Douglassville, Stowe,
Monocacy and Exeter report that the
shock was very severe in that section
of the county. It was reported shortly
after noon that some buildings at Alburtis were struck by lightning, and
several persons killed and injured, but
this is incorrect. The shaking of
buildings throughout the city was so
general that many people were of the
opinion that it was caused by an
earthquake. In several instances
persons rushed from their houses in
alarm, fearing that a worse shock
would follow. Reports from different
sections of the country show a similar
disturbance. At Bernville the Evan
gelical church, a brick building, was
damaged by lightning to the extent of
$500. The window panes in the Bern
ville public school building were shat
tered, and the pupils of the primary
department were dismissed. At least
150 window panes were broken in
houses in that borough and many in
the surrounding country. This oc
curred half an hour before Reading
was visited.

J

p U B L IC SALE OF

An Easter Magazine.

Correspondence.
THE NORMAL SCHOOL QUES
TION.

RUDY’S PILE 8UPPOSITORY is guaranteed
to cure Piles and Constipation, or money re
funded. 50 cents per box. Send stamp for cir
cular and Free Sample to MARTIN RUDY,
Lancaster, Pa. For sale by all first-class drug
gists, and in Collegeville, Pa., by Jos.. W.
Culbert.

||gp~ NAILS AS LOW AS $1.25 PER KEß.

IOWA HORSES!
Last chance for the season. Will
close the trade with a car load of Iowaf
Horses at public sale, on MONDAY,*
APRIL 1, at the Valley House, Skip-"
pack.
W, C. ROSENBERRY.
p R IV A T E SALE O F

W estern H orses!
I will arrive at my stables, near Collegeville,
on SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1895, with a car
load of Western horses, carefully se
lected by myself. These horses will be
.sold at private sale at the right prices,
and are the kind that will suit pur
chasers. Among the lot are several promising
steppers.
D. H. CASSELBERRY.
p U B L I C SALE OF

OHIO COWS!
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
MARCH 28, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel, 20
agfT$$Ohio cows, mostly fresh. They are large,
Jj’Jjj^heavy cows and good milkers. Fat and
bologna cows taken in exchange, but I must
see them Wednesday afternoon or Thursday
forenoon. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
J. G. VANFOSSEN.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. M. Alderfer, clerk.
p U B L I C SALE O F

DON’TIFORGET
That Our Store is the Place
to Buy
Poultry Netting, Syracuse Plows,
Syracuse and Oliver Castings,
Clover Seed, Garden Seed,
Wheelbarrows, Harness and Parts,
Carriages and Parts, Tools of all kinds,
Ready Mixed Paint.

FRESH COWS!
SHOATS, SHEEP AND LAMBS !
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
MARCH 30, 1895, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe,
fresh cows from Cumberland
Jg'JjlL^county, the kind that will give
purchasers the worth of their money. Also 75
shoats a n d a lot of sheep and lambs. Sale at 2
o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
W. M. Pierson, auct.
JAMES WYNKOOP.
U B L IC S A L E O F

P

Lebanon County C ow s!

If not convenient to call at Store, write to us
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
for prices ; we will give your inquiries as prompt MARCH 30,1895, at Bean’s Hotel, SchwenksviPe,
Pa , one care load of Lebanon county
attention as though it were an order.
cows. All extra fine stock in size,
J O ^ q u a li ty and as baggers and milkers.
Also a few springers. Farmers and dairymen
should not fail to attend this sale. Sale at one
o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
FRANK SCHWENK.

uno.

IMPORTANT DECISION OF THE
SUPREME COURT.

I . H. Benjamin & Co.,

THE RIGHTS OF TROLLEY ROADS DE
FINED.
In the Supreme Court Monday Justice Wil
liams handed down an opinion which sets aside
the claim of eminent domain made by trolley
companies in suburban districts. The case de
cided was that of the Pennsylvania Schuylkill
Valley Railroad Company, appellant, against
the Montgomery County Passenger Railroad
Company, appealed from the Common Pleas
Court of Montgomery county. Justice Wü liams
decided that the street railway act gave no
right of eminent domain, and that as the trolley
lines are incorporated under that act they have
no power to construct their road where the tak
ing of property is incident or necessary to it,
without the consent of the owner of the prop
erty.
Justice Williams reviewed the early history of
railway legislation and led up to the general act
of 1889, from which he quoted many provisions :
“ From these provisions,” he said, *‘we think
it is apparent that the attempt now being made
to convert these city conveyances into long lines
of transportation connecting widely separated
cities and towns by electric railways traversing
country roads, was not anticipated or provided
for by the Legislature. The failure to confer
upon these companies the power of eminent do
main would, if it stood alone, be sufficient to
justify this conclusion. The land taken for
streets in cities and boroughs is in the exclusive
possession of the municipality, which may use
the footway as well as the cartway for any urban
servitude without further compensation to the
lot owners. Nor does the construction of a
street passenger railway upon the surface of the
street impose any additional servitude upon the
property fronting on the 6treet so occupied.
But the easement acquired by the public by pro
ceedings under the road laws is an easement for
passage only. The owner is entitled to the pos
session of his land for all other purposes.

p U B L I C SALE O F

207 BRIDGE STREET,
Phœnixville,

-

FRESH COWS!

Penna.

UBLIC SALE OF

P

Personal Property !

Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
APRIL 1,1895, at the Collegeville Bakery, the
following personal property : Two-horse wagon,
3 sp rin g s 3-spring top-wagon, lot of harness
and collars, track sulkey, 7 shoats, sleigh Y\ v
runners, plow, lot of empty barrels and
boxes, lot ropes, harness cupboard, corner cup
board, 2 barrels vinegar, 3 milk cans, 2 milk
shakers. Household Goods : 2 cook stoves,
gasoline.stove, fa rm e rs’ boilor, lot stove pipe,
lot screen doors, writing desk, good as new ; 1
crib, baby coach, lounge, lot chairs, wash and
other stands, table, looking glass, lot dishes,
and other articles. Sale at 1 o’clock. Condi
tions by
J. T. KEYSER.
S. R. Sbupe, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
URLIC SALE OF

P

Personal Property !

Will be sold at public 6ale, on 8ATURDAY,
APRIL 6, 1895, at the late residence of the un
dersigned on School Street, Collegeville, Pa.,
the iollowing property : Bedsteads and bedding,
wash stand, tables, dough trays, chairs, large
rocker, cupboard, sewing machine (Howe), car
pets—ingrain and rag ; oil cloth, benches, cook
ing stove, lard press and can, spinning wheel
and reel, lawn mower, sickle, a large lot of
china, crockery and tinware ; flour and other
chests, large and small /copper kettles, knives
and forks, a set of Christy knives, spoons, lamps,
quilting frames, candle mould, butter scales,
sour kraut stand, child’s wagon, saws, door
mat, garden implements, peck measure, axe,
fruit jars, tubs, pots, buckets, pans, jugs, kegs,
window shades, etc. Sale to commence at one
o’clock.
CATHARINE FAMOUS.

TO W N SH IPS HA.VE L IT T L E POW ER.

“ The consent of township authorities justifies
an entry upon the public road so far as the pub
lic is concerned, but the supervisors of the town
ships have no right to bind private property or
subject it to a servitude for the benefit of any
person or corporation other than the township
and the public it represents. The carriage of
passengers through the township, on their
journey from one city or borough to another, by
rail is in no sense a township purpose ; and
whether these passengers make their journey in
cars drawn by a locomotive over a steam rail
road dr in those propelled by electricity over
tracks laid upon the highways, is immaterial
both to taxpayers and to land owners along the
route traveled, except as the adoption of one or
the other of these modes of transportation may
affect the township roads of the private property
of citizens. When the supervisors give their
consent to the occupation of the township roads
| by a street railway they speak as the representaI tives of those who build and those who own the
i roads, but not as the representatives of the
private property over which the roads pass. The
street railway companies cannot reach the prop
erty owners either through ‘the local authorities’
or by the right of eminent domain, as the law
now stands ; and it is not easy to see how such
a company can protect itself in the use of
country roads except by contract with every
¡ owner of property along the roads they wish to
occupy.
“ The trouble is that the supposed needs of the
country have outgrown its legislation, and an
effort is now being made to adapt street rail
ways to purposes for which they were never in
tended ; and for which the existing legislation
relating to them was not framed.
“ Cities and boroughs possess the necessary
power over their streets to enable them to au
thorize their use by a street railway. Town
ships do not possess municipal powers, and un
der existing laws their control over the public
road is lim ited/’

W

ANTED.

A blacksmith. Apply to
JONATHAN DAVIS, Collegeville, Pa.

W

ANTED.
A good girl or middle-aged woman for
general bouse work. Good wages Apply at
2-14.
THIS OFFICE.
ANTED.
A young man to do farm work.
W
wages paid. Apply to
8-21.

Good

DANIEL W. SCHRACK,
Limerick Square, Pa.

Will be sold at public sale, pn THURSDAY.
APRIL 4, 1895, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, 20
fresh cows from Perry county ; a lot of
¿¡¡¡jLbig milkers. Also 2 stock bulls, and a
lot of veal calves. Sale at 2 o’clock. Condi
tions by
W. H. RICE.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. M. Alderfer, clerk.
p R I V A T E SALE O F

Shoats and Lambs !
The undersigned will have at the residence of
John H. Longaere, near Areola, on THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1895, one car load of
i t e r r ’shoats and lambs, to be sold at private
sale.
F. M. WELSH.
p U B L IC SALE OF

Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
MARCH 28, 1895, on the premises of the un
dersigned, “ ProspectTerrace,” Collegeville, Pa.,
the following personal property : 2 horses. No. 1
— bay mare, 6 years old. No. 2, bay horse
6 years old. These horses are both fearjess of steam and trolley cars, and safe
for ladles to drive. One cow, 5
turkeys, lot wagon with bed and ladders, J g J j L
pole and shafts, market wagon, 3 springs ; park
or depot wagon, will carry II persons (gqod as
new) ; 2-seat phaeton, buggy, road cart, hob
sled with tongue and shafts, sleigh and bells,
Syracuse plow, cultivator, spike harrow, double
log roller with iron shaft and boxes, double
corn shelter, Planet Jr. seed drill and attach
ments, barrel truck and barrel, blacksmith bel
lows, good as new ; lot of tools, single and
double trees, breast chains, traces, timber, cow
and other chains, forks, rakes, hoes, shovels,
broad axe, crosscut saw, 2 sets stage harness, 2
sets single harness, express harness, collars,
blind and headhalters, double,.plow and single
lines, 75 cedar bean poles. Household Goods :
Walnut office'desk, bedsteads and bedding, side
board, quilts, comfortables, coverlets, 75 yards
rag carpet, 2 lounges, chairs, rockers, 5 large
looking glasses, eight-day mantle clock, stair
rods, II stoves, one square heater, one round
heater, 2 cook stoves, 6 Little Giant stoves, and
one sheet-iron stove ; large lot stove pipe, 6
coal buckets, dishes and glassware, knives and
forks and spoons, pots, fruit jars, buckets, bas
kets, pans, washing machine, 4 milk cans, 20
and 30-qt., small milk cans and dippers, 40-qt.
ice cream can and tub, large copper kettle, but
ter churn, Reed butter worker, vinegar. Also 5
acres of rye In the ground. Empty barrels,
boxes, and many other articles too numerous to
mention. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock, p. m.
Conditions by
M. ZIMMERMAN.

'VTOTICE.
_DI As the first of April, the usual time for
The Pennsylvania Female College Build yearly settlements, Is approaching, we would
ing and about five acres of land ; a very desir respectfully ask all persons knowing them
able summer resort.
selves to be In arrears with Gristock & vanderA tenant house (7 rooms) in Collegeville, slice, to make settlement that the books may be
near railroad station.
closed.
A field containing ten acres of farm land, near
7mar.
GRISTOCK & VANDERSLICE.
D. H. Grubb’s place ; a short distance from
Colltgeville. For particulars apply at
i r e i f i r e i - n o t ic e .
Umar.
THIS OFFICE.
The members of the Union Mutual Fire
and Storm Insurance Company are hereby noti
o r sa le.
fied that a contribution was levied on Feb. 20,
A good driving horse ; will be sold cheap. 1895, on each policy, equal to premium thereon,
Apply to
MRS. SAGER, near Trappe.
and that Andrew Supplee, Treasurer of said
Company, will attend at the office of the Com
pany, 8wede street, opposite the Court House, In
o r sale.
A lot of Chestnut Posts (dressed and in Borough of Norristown, to receive said assess
ment.
the rough) at “panic” prices.
The 40 days time for payment of said tax will
8-21.
H. R. THOMAS, Mingo.
date from March 20, 1895.
Persons sending money by mall must ae
company it with postage for return of a receipt.
SSIGNEE’S NOTICE.
ANDREW SUPPLEE,
The undersigned hereby gives notice that
Treasurer.
Isaac Stierly and wife, of the township of Upper 2-21-6t.
Providence, Montgomery county, Pa., have
made a general assignment to him for the benefit
i r e t a x n o t ic e .
of his creditors. All persons indebted to the
The members of the Perkiomen Valley
said estate are requested to make immediate
payment, and those having claims to present Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Montgom
ery county are hereby notified that a tax was
the same without delay to
levied February 2,1895, of one dollar on each
JAMES G. DETWILER, Assignee,
one thousand dollars for which they are insured,
Or to his attorneys,
Yerkes, Pa.
to pay losses sustained. Payment will be made
Rogers & Long, Norristown, Pa.
3-28
to the same persons who have heretofore acted
as collectors, or to the Secretary at his office at
Collegeville.
o t ic e .
Extract from the Charter : “ And if any mem
Assigned Estate of Charles C. Bossert, of
Upper Providence township, Montgomery Co., ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect to
Pa. Notice is hereby given that Charles C. pay his or her assessment within 40 days after
Bossert has made an assignment for the benefit the publication of the same, 20 per cent, of the
of creditors to the undersigned All persons assessment will he added thereto ; and if pay
indebted to said estate are requested to make ment he delayed for 50 days longer, then his,
payment, and those having claims against the her, or their policy shall have become suspended
until payment shall have been made.
same will present them to
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax will
E. L HALLMAN, Assignee,'
Or to
Norristown, Pa. date from February 25,1895.
2-21.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
Hallman, Place & Hendricks, attorneys.
or rent.

F

F

F

F

P R E S E N T ROADS MUST STAND.

He then discussed the proper way for author
ity to be given by township officials and added :
“ But we know as a matter of current history
that street railways have been projected, and
actually constructed, and are now in operation,
over country roads where no legal cousent has
been obtained and where no attention has been
paid to the rights of the property holders. Such'*
railways cannot now be torn up or enjoined,
either by the township officers or at the instance
of land owners aloug their routes.
“ Where such enterprises have been allowed to
proceed and the expenditure of large sums of
money hás been permitted it would be inequit
able to correct at this time what was a mutual
mistake, under the influence of which these en
terprises have been pushed to completion ; but
it would seem desirable that such charters
should not be granted in future until the Legis
lature has made such provisions for the assess
ment of damages to property as shall protect the
owners from the additional servitude which the
construction of electric railways does certainly
impose upon all adjoining owners outside of
municipal boundaries.

A

F

N

MUST HAVE P U L L CO NSEN T.

“ The only remaining question raised in this
case is over the right of a street railway to
build any part of its line before it has the right
to complete it. A steam railroad may enter
upon any part of its line and commence build
ing, subject only to its duty complete the line in
accordance with its charter. The reason of this
is that it is clothed with the power of eminent
domain and may enter and appropriate land re
gardless of the will of the owner.
“A street railway company, as we have seen,
does not possess the power of eminent domain.
It cannot build under its charter alone. It must
have the consent of the municipal or local au
thorities or it cannot move. If the proposed
line passes through a city, borough or township
intermediate the termini, and that city* borough
or township refuses its permission, the power to
building the road in the application charter can
not be exercised.
T H E D EC R EE F IN A L L Y REV ERSED .

“ In this case the defendant’s line of so-called
street railway extends through two boroughs,
two townships and over one county bridge over
the Schuylkill river. The line and circuit of its
road over the several highways to be occupied is
fully set forth in its charter.
“ The consent of the local authorities of West
Conshohocken borough and of Whitemar6h
township were refused, that of Upper Merion
township was given, that of the borough of Conshohocken was given and has since been with
drawn. Under such circumstance the building
of the line of street railway described in and au
thorized by the charter is impossible, and the
company has no right to proceed.

Bueklen’s Arnica Salve.

! i—
.
.
Estate of Elizabeth G. Saylor, late of F The Members of the Mutual Fire Insur
E
Lower Providence township, Montgomery Co., ance Company, of Montgomery County, are
ir e i f ir e

s t a t e n o t ic e

deceased. Letters of administra'ion on the
above estate having been granted the under
signed, all persons indebted to said estate are
requested to make immediate payment, and
I those having legal claims, to present the same
without delay to
VALENTINE G. PRIZER, Administrator,
Or to
Schwenksvllle, Pa.
J. A. Strasshnrger, Attorney.
3-21.
T^R. FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Chas. Ryckman,)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA.
honest prices.

Practical Dentistry at

W -A -Z S T T IE ID

I

Experienced Operators on Shirts
at the

Em ery Shirt Factory,
—CORNER OF—

Marshall and DeKalb Streets,
N O R R ISTO W N , P A .

n o t ic e

hereby notified that a contribution was levied on
January 80,1895, of One Dollar on each One
Thousand Dollars of Ordinary Risks, and the
Rates fixed on Hazardous Risks, for which eaoh
member of said Company is insured, and that
M McGlathery, Treasurer of said Company,
will attend at his office, No. 506 Swede street,
In the Borough of Norristown, to receive said
assessments from date.
E xtract o f Ch a r t e r , S ection 6th.—“ Any
member failing to pay his or her Assessment or
Tax within 40 days after the above publication
shall forfeit and pay for such neglect double
such rates.”
The 40 days’ time for payment of said taxes
will date from February 18,1895. Persons send
ing money by mall must accompany the same
with postage in order to receive a receipt there
for.
M McGLATHERY/
Feb. 18, ’95.
(14-6t.)
Treasurer.

,
:
Thousands of good size, thrifty apple trees
T
at reduced prices of our old Penna. varieties
rees

trees

and the new varieties from other States, also
peach, cherry, pear and plum trees. Grape
vines, currants, gooseberries and blackberries.
People of Montgomery, If you want good trees
I can accommodate yon without going or send
ing to a far distant land for your trees.
MILLER’S OLD NURSERY,
3-21.
Parker Ford, Pa.

F

o r sale i

Two houses In Norristown. Will
Steady work and good wages to reliable
exchange for a small farm or lot. Ap
operators.
T h e Best Salve in th e W orld for Cuts,
ply to
JOSEPH T. MILLER,.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores,
We also want Outside Hands to make
2-28
Trappe, Pa.
Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and Shirts in their homes. Women wbo have made
all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Files, pantaloons can learn to make shirts easily and
o r sale o r r e n t .
or no pay required. It is guaranteed to give the work is more pleasant. Apply in person or
A house and lot a short distance north of
perfect satisfaction or money refunded. Frice by letter- to
Trappe.
For particulars apply to
25 cents per box. For sale by Joseph W. Cul
J . C. W A K E L E Y , Manager.
JOHN G. SPARE, Limerick Square, Fa.
bert, Collegeville, Pa.

F

RAILROADS,

A S M A S ii-U P

PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.

—IN—

Passenger trains leave Collegevtll. Station as
follows :

: P R IC E S

Furniture, Carpets, Etc..
—AT THE—

FOR ALLBNTOWN AND P O IN T S NORTH AND WKST.

COLLEGEVILLE

Mail................. .......... ......................... 8.00 a. m.
Accommodation.................................... 9.06 a. m.
Market..................
...0,36 p. m.
Accommodation........................
5.46 p. m.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.

Milk.......................
7.12 a. m.
Accommodation................... -..............6.13 p. m.
N O RTH .

Accommodation.................. ^
Milk............................

.8.55 a.
m.
7.87 p. m.

:

—FOR—

FOB PH IL A D EL PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.

Milk.........%........................................ 6.49 a. m.
Accommodation............'.......................8.00 a. m.
Market............................
1S.42 p. m.
Accommodation....................................8.57 p. m.

Department of Agriculture. select wisely the best resting place for

?
We are daily receiving and putting in position
our new Spring Stock. By March 1st we will be
prepared to show the

Finest Selection of Household

Special Announcement.

Goods Ever Offered at Prices that
will Astonish You.

Fancy Antique Sideboards, $6 00 to $30.00.
Guaranteed Genuine Wilton Rug Parlor Suits,
$35,00 to $65.00. Antique Oak Bodroom Suits,
$15.00 to $55.00. Full line of Hair-Cloth, Plush
OCR STORE ROOM AT
and Brocatelle Suits at correspondingly low
prices. A full line of Reed and Fancy Rockers,
Lounges and Couches. The most complete line
cf Brussel and Ingrain Carpets ever on our floors.
Also, an elegant line of Stair and Rag Carpets.
Moquette, Axminster and Smyrna Rugs, all
sizes ; Bed Springs, Mattresses, Feathers and
This leaves only about two months more in Bedding.
In addition to our low prices we give 5 per
which to close out our entire stock. This being
naturally a dull season of the year, we fnlly cent, off for cash.
realize that nothing but extraordinary low prices
Repairing of all kinds done. Goods delivered
will draw enough customers to take all these free.
goods away in so short a time, and now DOWN
GO THE PRICES, to such a ridiculous basis that
no one who needs any thing we offer within the
next year or two should miss this opportunity.
POLLEGEYILLE, PA.
We have to-day over
WE

have

d e c id e d to v a c ate

254 High St., Pottstown,

SATURDAY, MARCH 30.

John L. Bechtel,

300 COATS AND CAPES,
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for Ladies’ and Children. Some were carried
over from last year, and they will be sold at from
one-quarter to one-half of their regular price. A
number have been made up in the newest styles
during the past three weeks of our own good
cloths, by our own best skilled tailoresses. These
will go at from 14 to two-thirds their value, to
close out our large stock of cloakings and give
our girls work all winter. There never has been,
and in all probability never will again be offered
in Pottstown, such an opportunity to buy a good
warm Coat and Cape for winter, or a lighter
weight for spring at such low prices.
About two hundred Coats that were from $4.00
to $10.00, now go at from $1.00 to $3.75.
Many new styles with large sleeves worth from
$6.00 to $16.00, are now $8 75 to$10.
Thirty-six muffs of the most fashionable furs
are reduced to nearly half. The finest Hudson
Bay beavers and other muffs you ever saw, worth
$12, reduced to $7.50. Finest marten reduced
from $12 to $7.50. Monkey muffs reduced from
$5.50 to $3. Electric seal from $5 to $2.50, and
Russian hare as low as 30c. Fur scarfs down
from $8 $4.75, and from $5 to $3 and from $1.50
to 90 cents. Fur trimmings, gloves, hosiery,
dress trimmings, corsets and notions of all sorts
greatly reduced.
Good unbreakable covered dress steels, 3 cents
per dozen, sizes up to 10 inches.
Best sperm sewing machine oil, 10 cent size
bottles 4 cents, and 5 cent sizes go at two for 5
cents. Hundreds of other articles at such re
ductions.

TH E SUM M ER SESSION
OIF T U B

SCHISSLER COLLEGES
O F B U SIN E SS,
Norristown andPhiladelphia, Pa.,
Affords Teachers and others a rare oppor
tunity to take a Special Course in English,

Classical, or Commercial Studies.

PUPILS ADMITTED AT ANT TIME.
The Annual Session is continuous—no
vacations.
Our instructors are thoroughly experienced
educators.
We possess the remarkable record of placing
a greater percentage of pupils in lucrative posi
tions than any of our competitors.
.. J. SCHISSLER, U. A.,

P r a t,

and Founder.

C O L L E G E V IL L E
OLLER
OLLER

R

M

ILLS!
ILLS!

FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES

FIIE m m GOODS FWHEATBRAN
Imported, reduced from $1.50 to 75 cents. Fine
dress goods reduced from $1.25 to 50 cents. Good
all wool serges down from 62X to 87% cents.
Fine bleached 10-4 sheeting, the 28 cent grade
now 22 cents.

Our Own Make and Western.

E x

cellent Grade.

Cloths and Cassimeres.
Hundreds of yards at tremendous reductions.
A fine lot of choice Umbrellas, which came
Just a little too late for the holiday trade, from
one of the largest markets in America, will go
at about one-third off.
NQW 18 THE TIME FOR REAL
BARGAINS AT

3 LEOPOLD’S £
2 5 4

H I G H

S T .,

POTTSTOWN, PA.

RYE F E E D !
OUR OWN MAKE.

CORN BRAN.
B T * A Full Stock o f all Other Kinds
o f Feed.

The INDEPENDENT aims to
deserve the confidence of its
readers by dealing with them
frankly.

Highest Cash Prices Paid for W heat
at all Times.

P A 1 S T B R O S .,

I t does not advocate public COLLEGEVILLE.
—:—
PENNA.
measures from mere consider- *
ations of policy or expediency,
but from convictions as to what
it believes to be right and for the
greatest good of the greatest
Collegeville, Pa.,
number of people.

ijjmristock <fc Y anderslice, «¡¡ji
DBALERS IN

It does not say one thing and
believe something else.
The INDEPENDENT is radi
cally opposed to that kind of
sensational journalism w h i c h
cultivates, and panders to, de
praved tastes, for the purpose of
makiug dollars.
The INDEPENDENT wants
to make dollars, but not in that
way.

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

L U M BER ,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

SH IN G LE S, split and sawed.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT
RAILS.

L e h i g h and Schuylkill

It believes that right doing ex
alts a nation and that wrong do
ing is the seed of individual and
national destruction. The IN
DEPENDENT aims to be on the
side of right and justice.
If you are not a subscriber,
and if you have use for such a
paper, subscribe for the INDE
PENDENT.

COAL.

Special attention always given
to news items of a local char
acter.

Corn, Bran, M iddlings,

Subscribe for the INDEPEN
DENT.
'«KESP
The INDEPENDENT is one
of the very best advertising
mediums in Montgomery county.
For proof of this come and ex
amine our subscription book.
The INDEPENDENT Office is
fully equipped to do all kinds of
Job Work neatly, promptly, and
at fair prices.

P A T E N T S
Caveats and Trade Marks btalned, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for MODHR A TE FEES.
Our office Is opposite the U. S. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business In less time
and at lees cost than those remote from Wash
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents," with refer
ences to actual clients in your 8tate, county, or
town. Address
O. A. SNOW & CO.,
14oc) Opposite Patent Office. Washington. D. C.

-

-

COAL.

FL O U R ,
OATS, L IN S E E D M EAL,
AND GAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint tor barns and
fencing:.

THE KEELEY CURE:

I f you have a friend who h a s lo st his business
a n d fam ily th ro u g h th e L iquor o r m o rp h in e
disease, tell him o f T h e K e ele y I n s t i t u t e , 819
N o rth B ro a d S t., P h i l a d a ., w here h e can be
restored to b is n o rm al condition w ith o u t a
desire for d rin k or m orphine. H undreds in
P hiladelphia a n d vicinity have been cured.

Cleanse the Bowels and Purify the Blood!
Cure Diarrhoea, Dysentery and Dyspepsia,
and give healthy action to th e entire system*

FRAZER AXLE
GREASE

Best In the World!
6et the Genuine !
Sold Everywhere !

SPEEDY and LASTING RESULTS.

/ T X F A T PEO PLE/^ X
LD HORSES and DEAD HORSES
and COWS will be removed by the under
signed upon request. Higest price paid for
worn-out-horses. THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.

O

Ironbridge, Pa.

^ i n in . ^ from any injurious substance, m. thin. M

LABQZ ABDOMENS SEDUCED.
GUARANTEE a CURE o r refund your money.

1P r ic e S S .0 0 p e r b o ttle * Send 4 c. for treatise .1
3P B K M O N T M E D I C A L C O » , « B o s to n , ttlM M b

PURSUIT OP THE IDEAL IN
FARMING.
What incentives shall we hold out
to the rising generation of farmers to
induce them to improve their processes
and rise to a higher plane not only in
the productiveness of their farms and
the acquisition of means, but also in
the far more important question of the
use of those means, to the end that
they may become better men ?
This question has often been brought
forcibly to my mind in my connection
with various farmers’ organizations,
and I believe that upon its correct
answer depends much of the future
success of the American farmer. Since
the farm is the means of livelihood,
that the question of financial gain
must be a controlling one cannot be
denied ; yet I deem it far better that a
farmer, starting out in his life’s work,
while watching the successes of his
neighbors and learning thereby a
lesson, should yet set none of them as
his standard and pattern. Par better,
let him set in his own heart an ideal
standard. An ideal that he may
never fully attain to will yet be a much
better and safer guide than the actual
practice of any of his neighbors. If
he will but learn to love right for its
own sake, its pursuit will become an
enticing pleasure will more surely end
in material gain.
Who that has tried to promote good
plowing by explaining to the “ boys”
of lesser and larger growth that
“balks of the plow” must in the end
be “mended with the hoe,” has not felt
the almost utter failure of the plea ?
For the time of hoeing is, with them,
still in the distant future. But culti
vate the artistic instinct and commend
a good piece of work as an artist does;
that is, commend perfection as a thing
desirable in itself, and note the change.
The workman is no longer indifferent
but extracts a keen delight from per
fect furrows. In like manner it is
simply waste of time to explain to
an indifferent stacker the fact that hay
is best preserved from the weather by
care in building, having the right pro
portion between breadth and height,
and having the right slope, etc., etc.
But set before him an egg, nature’s
model, aud stimulate his pride of
workmanship to excel in accomplish
ment. Point out the inherent ugliness
of bad stacks, and what an admirable
and beautiful thing a good stack is,
and, my word for it, you will be sur
prised to see what an improvement
your slovenly stacker is capable oft"
To those of my brother farmers who
have never risen above farming for
money, 1 say begin now to do your
work from higher motives ; it is never
too late and you will find your reward
not only in the bank account, but
your labor, which before was menial
drudgery, will be raised to the dignity
of a profession. This cherishing an
ideal, loving and striving after per
fection for its own sake, will grow
strong with ase and will yield the
sweetest satisfaction as reward for the
patient effort put forth, and at the
close of the year the accounts will
show a financial success as a further
reward.
Carrying these hints into the in
tellectual life, our young farmer will
not be content to read simply what he
thinks is necessary in order to raise
the usual crops, but will strive to be
come well informed in all branches
pertaining to his business. I remem
ber an intelligent, well-educated gentle
man from the city, a broker, who
patiently answered the questions of
one of my neighboring farmers in
reference to matters in the city. But
when in return, he began to ask for in
formation about farming, as all city
men love to, he was both surprised and
delighted to find that his new ac
quaintance was as iutellgent aud wellread in all pertaining to that business
as he himself was in what pertained to
his, and the acquaintance ripeued into
a long friendship that was profitable
to both.—Charles E. Benton in Ameri
can Agriculturist.
----------4|
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REARING YOUNG TURKEYS.
It is best to confine the brood for a
week at least after hatching. Should
the mother hen then become restless,
she may be let out during the middle
of the day. As the turkey retires
early and dislikes being disturbed
after settling down for the night, be
sure and coop them before the sun
sets. The young turkeys wilt eat but
little the first week. Peed separate
from the mother, for she will devour
all the food within reach. For down
right greediness, au old turkey hen has
few equals. Dry bread soaked in
sweet milk is one of the best foods for
the young, as is curd from fresh butermilk. A whole flock has been raised
on warm curd. A custard made of one
egg to a pint of milk, thickened with
bread (no sugar), is a good food.
When abont two months old, feed
whole wheat part of the time and mix
corn meal with their feed ; this should
not be fed exclusively. Allow plenty
of liberty, as confinement will kill
young turkeys. When the mother hen
begins tramping wildly from one side
of the coop to the other, better let
her out unless the weather is unfavor
able.
When about the size of partridges
and old enough to follow the mother
in long rambles, the young will need
but little attention, simply a little
feed morning and evening. They much
prefer bugs, grasshoppers, insects and
seeds to a more civilized ration. Do
not neglect to bring them home at
night and put under shelter until old
enough to fly into trees and care for
themselves. Turkeys do not always

HAVE * US

the night, hence vermin sometimes
attack and annoy them. Teach them
to come at the sound of your voice ;
it will save many a weary tramp in
searching woods and fields.
Six weeks’ time is sufficient to fatten
for market. Feed twice a day all the
whole corn they will eat, but do not
attempt confinement, as a turkey
chafes under restraint and will lose
flesh rather than fatten. They will
not take more exercise than is neces
sary to keep in good health__Mrs.
George Smith.

THE ROAD PROBLEM.
The present system of paying high
way taxes, figuratively designated as
“ working them out,” is admittedly bad
and can be easily remedied, but an at
tempt to make a change in this direc
tion would undoubtedly meet with op
position, hence I have avoided discuss
ing that subject, preferring to let the
several propositions stand alone and be
discussed and considered on their re
spective merits. The subject of good
roads has received so much discussion
in the public press lately, and there
seems to be such a uniform consensus
of opinion that something must be done
in this directiou, little more remains to
be done than to devise some general
plan which shall not only be feasible,
but generally acceptable. Good roads
mean a great deal more than mere con
venience. They mean more« than sav
ing money, which, however, is a matter
of no small importance. They mean a
more intimate relationship between the
city and country people, to the mutual
advantage of both. They mean that
living in the country for six months in
the year shall not be practical isola
tion.
Poor roads keep the farmer and hip
family at home at that season of the
year when they have the most leisure,
when time hangs heavily, when it could
and would add to their enjoyment
socially, and advantage educationally,
if a frequent drive to the town or city,
or a visit among the neighbors and
friends living at a distance of a few
miles, could be taken.
The longing of many young men
and women to escape from the farm is
largely traceable to the isolation
caused by the mnd embargoes. Good
roads mean better prices for the
farmers located a few miles away
from the market town, because the
present condition of the highways
compels the marketing of the products
of such farms at the times when the
the roads are good and the market
prices usually lowest. Good roads
would permit the average purchaser of
farm produce living in towns and cities
to buy his stock of such articles at a
lower price than at present.
Indeed, it seems to me that no more
important topic in a financial and social
way has of late engaged the attention
of the public. If, then, this subject is
of such prime importance, the necessity
of moving with great care will be ap
parent. As indicated above, it seems
to me wisest to commence with a
system of county roads branching out
from the country towns, ultimately to
extend from county seat to county seat.
The enterprise being of such general
public interest to the people of the
whole State, uniformity in plan and
entire freedom from local influence in
the selection of a route or the accept
ance of work done being so important
to general success of the undertaking,
the.making of the plans and surveys,
and in a measure the general superin
tendence, should be under the direc
tion of a State engineer, whos'e expen
ses should be borne by the State at
large. Subject to the general super
vision of the State engineer, the man
agement of the improvement should be
under the control of the county board
or other county officials within their
respective counties.— G. E. Estabrook.

TO E R E C T FOR YOU
TH E
CAN I O B T A IN A P A T E N T ?

Oldest, Most Reliable, and
Best Made in the Market,

Steel Tower and Mill All
Galvanized.

Requires no paint, and
greasing only once in
four months.
W e make a variety of Brass
Cylinder Hand Pump,
and can fill orders
promptly.

■ H i

Roberts Machine Go.
V

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

-F O r t,

'T ñ fF r Í S

Y O U R -

C e m e te ry W o r k ,
—IN —

MARBLE OR GRANITE,
P L A IN A N D A R T I S T I C D E S IG N S,
—GO TO—

H. L. SAYLOR,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

J-Zy3" All work guaranteed and prices the lowest; call and be convinced.

Enterprise
M
irile
Works.
el
S-ly

H. E. B R A N D T , Proprietor*
(Successor to D. T. Buckwalter.)

Monuments, Tombstones, op ITAL^

0°r 8R i K t N MAE'

In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c., promptly
executed.
ISF“ All stock on hand, including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at a sacri
fice to make room for new work.

H. E. BRANDT,

experience in the patent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A H an d b o o k of In
formation concerning P a te n ts and bow to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Mann ft Co. receive
special notice in the S cientific A m erican, and
thus are brought widely before the public with
out cost to the Inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single
copies, 2 5 cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN ft CO., Nsw York, 3 6 1 Broadway.

DR. THEEL

1 3 1 7 Arch St. Phila. Pa.
B100D
POISON a n d Special Dis-|
e a se s cu red in 3 0 to 9 0 d ays. Blotches.
U lcers. Skin D iseases. N ervous Debility
a n d E rro rs o f Youth. L oss o f P o w er and
S tric tu re s (No C utting) C ured fo r a life*
tim e.
L o st M anhood and Sm all S hrunken Or*
Cans Fnlly R e sto red .

Scientific method never fails unless
case is beyond human aid. Relief at
once, and you feel like a man among
men in mind and body. All losses
checked immediately and continued
improvement. ' Every obstacle to
happy married life removed. Nerve
force, will, energy, brain power.1
when falling or lost, are restored by_
the combined N E W treatment. Victims of
abuses and excesses, reclaim your manhood !
Sufferers.from folly, overwork, early errors, ill-1
health and excesses in married life regain
your strength. Don’t despair, even if in the
last stages. Don’t be discouraged, If quacks
have robbed you. I will prove to you that
medical science and honor still exist. Send
five %-cent stamps for book “ T R U T H ,” the
¡only Medical book exposing quacks (no matter
Iwhat they advertise to save themselves from
exposure) their tricks and devices, calling
¡themselves celebrated and famous, giving free
¡advice and guarantee, charging enormous
¡prices for cheap, poisonous drugs, and there
by ruining thousands. H o n r s t 9 to 8. Even
Ings, 6-8.80. Wed. and Sat. Eve'gs, 6-9.30. Sup.,
9-12. Notice—All afflicted with dangerous and
hopeless cases should call for examination.
Daily, from 9-1. Wed. and Sat. eve’gs, 6-9, and
[Snn.,9-12. W rite or call. Treatm ent by mail.

You can’t tell the quality of a 2
pump by the way it’s painted—you 1
can tell by the way it’s marked.1
If the stencil says it’s

THE
BLATCHLEY
PUMP

it’s a positive sign of perfection—t
in material, in construction, in *
every detail. If you want the best |
pump, and of course you do, you l
must get a BLATCHLEY. See the (
dealer about it.
C. G. BLATCHLEY, Manfr,
¡95 N. Juniper Street, Pbllada., Pa.

Opposite B road St. Station, P. R , R ,

ROYERSFORD, PA.

YOUR HIGHEST EXPECTATIONS ARE MORE
THAN REALIZED
—

WHEN YOU MAKE A PURCHASE AT-----

COLLEGEVILLE

B A K E R Y !
JOHN T. KEYSER, Prop’r.

W B I T 2 B N K O R N S .

----- F R E S H —

B R E A D ,

We abstain from making exaggeration ; do not misrepresent, and always
have the goods we advertise.

ROLLS,
—&C.J &C.)- E V E R Y MORNING

Take our $ 5 o r $ 8 S u i t s O r O v e r C O a tS for example. We’ve
made hundreds of lasting friends ; every man or boy that has already bought
one of those Suits or Overcoats is a walking advertisement for us.

W hy ? The Quality, Fit and General Make-up is like
a M agnet; They Draw Others. If you wish Style,
Quality and Economy, See those

PANTS,
PANTS,

Ice Cream,
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

J. A. JOHNSON,

$ 1 .9 8 . B U T C H E R
$ 1 . 9 8 . B e ef , V eal and M utto n .

Should be

AND DEALER IN THE BEST

$2.50, $3, $4,

Buy a pair, your are hound to get a most extra
ordinary bargain.

A. WEITZENKORN & SONS,
Store for the Light Purse Buyers,
141 & 143 High Street,

-

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.
12jan.
J. A. JOHNSON.

Collegeville Meat Store
A FU L L SU PPLY OF

Fresh and'
Smoked Meats

Pottstown, Pa.

O FARMERS !
I have secured the right in Upper and
Lower Providece to sell the

T

HOLLINGER WIRE
Field and Lawn Fence. This is one of
the most substantial and satisfactory fences in
use. I am also selling high-grade FERTIL
IZERS. Will Clerk Sales at reasonable rates.
Address,
LEWIS E. GRIFFIN,
7feb.
Port Providence, Pa.

R

OYERSFORD STEAM LAUNDRY

Wm. Tyler, Proprietor,

FIRST AVENUE BELOW MAIN STREET.
All work guaranteed to give satisfaction. Our
team will visit Collegeville every Monday and
Thursday, and all orders placed with our Col
legeville Agent, F. P. FARINGER, will receive
prompt attention.

|l

j a r yp
PO TATO M ANURE

Always on hand.

$25

SPECIAL

Special

V J

B aug
h & S ons Com pany,
M anufacturers a n d Im porters.
Office—2 0 S . Delaware Ave.,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

POTATO
Manure.

PHOSPHATE

— AND—

/ BOLOttNAS

Animal Bone

RAW BONE
MEAL.

For a

answer and an honest opinion, write to
Srompt
IUNN Ac CO., who have had nearly fifty years’

PORK AND 8AUSAGE
in season.
ISnoly

AND 'SCRAPPLE

Favor me with your orders.
SAMUEL GOULDY.

Original
M anufacturers o f

RAW BONE
PHOSPHATE
Wobks:
Foot of Morris to
Moore Sts.

B O N K A N D P O T A S H C O M PO U N D .

BAUGH’S RAW BO N E MANURES.
F O R SA LE BY

WILLIAM HALLO WELL, H&tbora
JOHN J. W HITE, Lansdale.
ANDREW E IW IN , Huntingdon Valley.
EL. G. KULP f t CO.. Pottstown.

S. W. ZEIGLER, Morwood.
ISRAEL H. SUPPLEE & CO., Bryn Mawc.
D1LLIN & SON, Ardmore.
ISAAC B. CORNMAN, Gladwyne

A F T E R A L L OTHERS F A IL
CONSULT THE T 'V , _

T

_ T_ T_

0LDspR
E^LisBTLED r . I j O D d

THE SICK HEALED,

329 N. M St belowCallofll,Pia, Pa. The W EAK MADE STRONG
To secure a positive and permanent cure of

If you are sick or debilitated, do not he dis
couraged. Compound Oxygen has wrought
many wonderful cures and has given strength
to many We know this to be true from our
own experience of twenty-five yeara, and we
are ready to furnish abundant proof.
building up the shattered nervous system and
It is worth your while to examine the evi
adding new life and energy to the broken down
constitution. Consultation and examination dence, which you can do by writing to us. We
free and strictly confidential. Office hours, will send you, free of charge, our book of two
daily and Sunday, from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m., and
6 to 9 evenings. Read his. book on Errors of hundred pages with numerous testimonials and
Youth and obscure diseases of both sexes. Sent records of surprising cures of asthma, bron
free.
chitis, consumption, catarrh, rheumatism, nerv
ous prostration, neuralgia and other forms of
disease and debility.
Established 18*7.
Home treatment is sent out by express, to be
used at home. Office treatment is administered
here. The effect of both treatments is the same.
Consultation free.
Our success has given rise to many imitations.
Avoid disappointment and loss of money, as
there is but one genuine Compound Oxygen, by
sending to
Kbrors o r Youth and Loss of Manhood and
of all diseases of the Blood, . Kidneys, Blad 
der , Skin and Nervous System consult at
once Dr. Lobb. He guarantees in all cases
caHsed by E xcesses, I mprudence or I nherit 
ance to restore to H ealth and Strength by

Banks -:- Burst
B p jfil

Great Slaughter in Prices I—For the
next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made Harness
to Factory Prices. Any one ordering harness in
the next 30 days may have the benefit of these
prices,—everything else in proportion. Blankets,
Saddles, Bridles, Boots, Whips, Stable Biooms,
Combs, Brushes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

W . E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.

John M . Latshaw,

BAILEY’S
PURE
RYE

Blank Label, 1.00
Green “ 1.25
Yellow “ 1.50
White “ 1.75
At all retailers
or

Huey &Christ
*rv ▼

1207 Market St.

PfilUDELPHIA.

_ Endorsed by Dr. Wm. R. D. Blackwood, of
Philadelphia, as the best Whiskey for invalids.

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
152» Arch St,, P hiladelphia, Pa.,
San Francisco, Cal., Toronto, Canada.
o r r is t o w n

herald

book

N RIN D EüRŸ . Binding, Job Ruling, Per
forating, Paging, ^umbering, Blank Books for

Banks and Business Houses, given special atten
tion. Magazines hound and and repairing done
quickly and cheaply. Estimates cheerfully
furnished. Address, MORGAN R. WILLS,
Proprietor.
Slmr.
IA Q | g g

—_“ T h f . N e w

I n f ilili b le ’

■ A D l C . O Turkish Capsules never fail! By
■ mall, sealed, $2, with advice that will prevent fuI m | ture irregularities. 2c. stamp for particulars

H i P om ani Chen* Co» New Egypt, N. J.

At All Times and Everywhere I
So has the prices ou our SHOES.

Harness m anufacturer,

Reductions all round to make room for Spring
Goods. Here are a few samples : Ladles, regular
TRAPPE, PA.
price $1.25, now 98c. Ladies’ $1.50 Shoes re
duced to $1.23. Ladies’ $2.00 Shoes now $1.65.
Ladles’ $2.50 and $3.00 reduced to $2.25 Men’s
Have had fifteen years’ experience in the busi
$2.00 Calf Shoes reduced to $1.48. Men’s $1.25 ness. Harness and Horse Goods in stock, and
Shoes now 98c. Men’s Long Boots reduced to
every description of harness made to order.
half-price. Bargains at the
All kinds of repairing promptly attended to.

The Reading Shoe Co.,
222 B R ID G E S T R E E T ,

P H Œ N IX V IL L E , - - - PENNA.
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PILLS!

GUARD!' Wilcox S p k o if ic C o*P hila.,Pa.

